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ABSTRACT OF THE DISSERTATION 

 

Conversion Reaction Synthesis: A Versatile Synthesis Pathway to Nanoporous Metals 

 

by 

 

Christopher Michael Coaty 

Doctor of Philosophy in NanoEngineering 

University of California San Diego, 2019 

 

Professor Ping Liu, Chair 

 

 A scalable, room-temperature synthesis process named conversion reaction synthesis 

was developed that can spontaneously produce nanoporous metal structures from simple ionic 

precursor compounds.  This process involves reacting an organolithium reducing agent 

(specifically n-butyllithium) with a metal halide to produce a metal/lithium halide nanocomposite 

comprised of nanocrystalline phases of the constituent compounds.  The lithium halide is then 

dissolved with a polar solvent, leaving behind a continuous, three-dimensional network of metal 

filaments that form a pure metal nanoporous structure.  This approach is highly versatile and can 

produce nanoporous metals made from both more-noble metals (Au, Ag, Cu) and less-noble 
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transition metals (Co, Fe, Ni) with pore sizes ranging from 2 to 50 nm with specific surface areas 

from 1.0 m2/g to 160 m2/g.  These nanoporous microstructures can be designed to have a specific 

pore size by engineering the precursor or by annealing the nanocomposite phase prior to 

purification.  Annealing the metal-lithium halide nanocomposites allowed for controlled growth 

of the metal phase, the rate of which depends on diffusivity of the metal.  Conversion reaction 

synthesis can also form hybrid nanoporous structures between different metals and between 

metals and non-metals from co-precipitated nanocomposite precursors.  Numerous nanoporous 

morphologies prepared with conversion reaction synthesis were analyzed primarily using a 

combination of electron microscopy, nitrogen adsorption analysis and x-ray diffraction to 

investigate the nanoporous metals’ formation mechanism and to demonstrate the wide 

capabilities of this method.  Conversion reaction synthesis expands our access to additional 

compositions and microstructures of nanoporous metals.  
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Chapter 1 – Thesis Introduction   

 Nanoporous metals (NPMs) are nanostructured materials with pores ranging from 1 nm 

to 100 nm in diameter.  They have a desirable combination of metallic properties and 

nanostructured size-effect characteristics.  They retain the useful features of bulk metal, such as 

high thermal and electrical conductivity while gaining nanostructured properties, such as a high 

surface to volume ratio and low density.1  Their high surface area makes NPMs ideal for 

applications such as high-power battery and capacitor electrodes2-3 while the nano-sized metal 

features produce higher catalytic activity and plasmonic resonance.4-6  Further, NPMs are being 

explored for actuation applications because the topology of these interconnected ligament 

networks can be modulated with surface charge, causing it to expand and contract.7  The most 

prominent industrial use of an NPM is Raney Nickel, a reagent and catalyst for organic chemistry 

with specific surface area up to 100 m2/g.8-9 

 Many synthesis routes for NPMs have been developed in the past 20-30 years,10-11 the 

most prominently researched being the dealloying method.  Dealloying involves etching the less-

noble element from a binary alloy, leaving behind a NPM.12-13  The dealloying mechanism forms 

NPMs according to continuum model by Erlbacher et al.14 which states that when the less-noble 

alloy component dissolves, the remaining noble metal atoms are continuously driven to 

aggregate into two-dimensional clusters by phase separation at the solid-electrolyte interface.  

This process propagates throughout the entire material and the clusters of noble atoms grow 

into interconnected metal ligaments that form the final nanoporous structure.  The simplest 

example of a dealloyed NPM is nanoporous gold, which can be prepared by etching the silver 

from a gold-silver alloy with nitric acid.  It is also possible to use dealloying to create NPMs from 
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less-noble transition metals (e.g., Fe, Co, Ni) when alloyed with more reactive metal such as Al.  

For instance, nanoporous Ni for actuator applications can be prepared by dealloying a hybrid 

phase Ni-Al alloy.15  There are also more specialized synthesis methods for less-noble NPMs, such 

as combustion synthesis,11 directed assembly of metal nanoparticles,16-17  and block copolymer 

templating.18  Every synthesis method produces unique nanoporous morphologies with unique 

merits. 

 Dealloying emerged as a popular synthesis route because it is a versatile and convenient 

method with a well understood mechanism, which allows a certain amount of control over the 

final morphology.  The pore size of dealloyed NPMs can be tuned by simply changing the 

precursor alloy ratio (e.g., the Ag:Au ratio for nanoporous Au), the dealloying temperature or the 

dealloying speed.12 Etching at higher temperatures or slower rates results in a coarser material 

while etching at lower temperatures or faster rates results in finer nanostructures.    This control 

is enhanced when dealloying is conducted electrochemically, which doesn’t necessarily require a 

concentrated acid to facilitate corrosion.17     

 Similar metal-network morphologies have been observed in other research fields, 

particularly in the field of solid-state lithium conversion reactions.  Conversion reactions between 

lithium and transition metal halides were extensively studied for high capacity battery electrodes 

because of their high theoretical energy density.19-21  These reactions follow the general formula: 

     𝑀𝐴𝑥 + 𝑥𝐿𝑖 → 𝑀 + 𝑥𝐿𝑖𝐴    (Eq. 1) 

 where a transition metal halide (𝑀𝐴𝑥) is reduced by lithium to produce a pure metal phase (𝑀) 

and a conjugate lithium halide (𝐿𝑖𝐴).  TEM studies of the products of conversion reactions, such 
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as the observations of iron fluoride conversion reactions by Wang et al.,22 showed that the pure 

metal phase from the reduced transition metal halide often forms as an interconnected network 

of nanoparticles surrounded by the conjugate lithium halide.  Therefore, if the lithium halide 

were to be removed without damaging the underlying metal nanoparticle network, the resulting 

material would be a nanoporous metal. 

  Nanocomposite structures containing pure metal and ionic lithium compounds were 

produced by reacting ionic precursor compounds with an organolithium reducing agent; 

specifically, n-butyllithium (n-BuLi) solution in hexane.  The ionic component was then dissolved, 

revealing a bi-continuous nanoporous metal structure.  N-BuLi allows the basic lithium 

conversion reaction to occur outside of an electrochemical cell.  This simplifies the procedure 

and eliminates the superfluous materials, like a polymer binder or conductive carbon, that are 

usually required to make the ionic precursor compounds conductive enough to perform 

electrochemistry.20-21 This synthesis scheme is illustrated in Figure 1.1 and is colloquially referred 

to as conversion reaction synthesis (CRS). 
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Figure 1.1. Illustration of conversion reaction synthesis (CRS) for the preparation of nanoporous 
metals.  N-butyllithium is used to convert an ionic precursor compound to a nanocomposite 
following Eq. 1, then the conjugate lithium compound produced by the conversion reaction is 
dissolved to reveal a nanoporous morphology.23 

 

 This thesis investigates nanoporous metals produced with conversion reaction synthesis 

(CRS).  Chapter 2 details the initial study of NPM structures prepared with CRS. These 

nanostructures were extensively evaluated with x-ray diffraction, electron microscopy, and 

nitrogen-sorption studies which showed that they form pores ranging from 1 nm to 50 nm in 

diameter with specific surface areas up to 160 m2/g.  The analysis provided insight into the 

fundamental chemical and thermodynamic principals that govern CRS.  Chapter 3 is a further 

examination of these governing principals by studying the morphological evolution of CRS 

nanocomposite materials during thermal annealing.  This investigation helped quantify the 

formation and growth of the metal ligament network, allowing for finer control of the 

microstructure and for the design of a more optimized pore structure.  Chapter 4 then 

demonstrates how the formation mechanisms of CRS can be exploited to produce useful hybrid 

NPM structures.  These hybrids include mixed-metal structures, heterogeneous NPMs that 

contain two or more metals, and anisotropic nanoporous structures that contain both metal and 
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nonmetal components.  CRS proved to be a highly versatile and simple synthesis method capable 

of producing a wide range of morphologies.  This scalable synthesis pathway greatly expands our 

access to additional nanoporous metal compositions and microstructures and allows for the 

design of optimized pore structures thus enhancing suitability for electrochemical and catalytic 

applications. 
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Chapter 2 - Pure Nanoporous Metal Structures from the Conversion Reaction 

Synthesis of Metal Halide Precursors 

 

2.1 Chapter Introduction 

 Conversion reaction synthesis (CRS) was used to prepare a variety of nanoporous 

transition metals from anhydrous metal chloride and metal bromide precursors.1  Following the 

CRS scheme in Figure 1.1, the precursors were reacted with n-butyllithium (n-BuLi) solution to 

form a metal-lithium halide nanocomposite.  The nanocomposites were purified with methanol, 

which removed the lithium halide phase revealing a continuous, three-dimensional network of 

interconnected metal filaments that form a nanoporous structure.  Microscopy studies and 

nitrogen adsorption analyses show that these materials form pores ranging from 1 nm to 50 nm 

in diameter with specific surface areas from 1.0 m2/g to 160 m2/g.  Pore size, pore volume and 

filament thickness of the metal networks depend on the mobility of the target metal, with lower 

mobility metals like Fe producing much finer microstructures than higher mobility metals like Cu.  

Further, the dimensions of each NPM network are also controlled by the amount of lithium halide 

produced by the conversion reaction, even when the target metal is the same.  For example, 

nanoporous iron (Fe NPM) from FeCl3 precursor had smaller pores and higher specific surface 

area than Fe NPM from FeCl2 because the former produced more LiCl per mole of precursor 

during the reaction with n-BuLi.  The experiments detailed in this chapter prove that CRS is an 

effective route to NPM morphologies while also informing on the fundamental chemical and 

thermodynamic processes that govern the NPM formation mechanism.  
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2.2 Results and Discussion 

 CRS successfully produced nanoporous Fe, Co, Ni, Cu, Ag and Au from their respective 

metal chloride and metal bromide precursors. Figure 2.1 shows SEM images of the resulting 

NPMs. 

 

 

Figure 2.1 - SEM images of nanoporous pure metals from chloride and bromide precursors. The 
precursor name is displayed over the SEM image of its corresponding pure NPM product after n-
BuLi conversion and methanol purification. All images have 200 nm scale bars. (a) Fe NPM from 
FeCl2, (b) Co NPM From CoCl2, (c) Ni NPM from NiCl2, (d) Cu NPM from CuCl2, (e) Ag NPM from 
AgCl, (f) Au NPM from AuCl3, (g) Cu NPM from CuBr2, (h) Cu NPM from CuBr. 
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Each porous structure is a network of thin metal filaments with each precursor producing a 

distinct morphology with a characteristic filament thickness and network density. Nanoporous 

Fe from the FeCl3 precursor formed an exceptionally fine microstructure such that its features 

are difficult to discern from SEM alone.  Therefore, the sample was imaged with TEM as shown 

in Figure 2.2.  The TEM images show that the Fe NPM consists of randomly packed metal 

filaments at the other samples, but the filaments are smaller and more densely packed.  The 

electron diffraction pattern indicates that the Fe phases within the Fe NPM are mostly 

amorphous.    

 

 

 

Figure 2.2 – TEM images of nanoporous Fe prepared with CRS of the FeCl3 precursor.  The inset 
on the rightmost image shows the electron diffraction pattern. 
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 The nanocomposites and the purified NPMs were analyzed with XRD to confirm the 

complete conversion of each precursor and the complete removal of the lithium halide phase 

within the nanocomposite.  The diffraction patterns of the products from CRS of CuCl2, CoCl2 and 

FeCl3 are shown in Figure 2.3. These three samples are a representative selection that 

demonstrate the common behavior of all the samples that undergo CRS.  Diffraction data for all 

other samples in this investigation is located in Appendix A.  The nanocomposites show peaks 

from both the metal and the conjugate lithium halide compound (metal chlorides produce LiCl 

and metal bromides produce LiBr).  All samples show a degree of crystallographic peak 

broadening; a sign of nanocrystal formation.12  For Co and Fe samples, the peak broadening is so 

extreme that the peaks are barely perceptible, suggesting that the metal crystal structure is made 

from particularly small nanocrystal domains.   

The Fe and Co NPM systems were further characterized with ex situ synchrotron XRD at 

the NSLS-II at Brookhaven National Laboratory.  Synchrotron XRD patterns were also collected 

from nanocomposite and NPM samples that had been annealed at 300 oC and 600 oC for 3 hours 

in order to study how these materials behaved at elevated temperature.  The results of the ex 

situ synchrotron XRD patterns and subsequent Rietveld refinement5 studies on Fe NPM are in 

Figure 2.4 while the studies on Co NPM are in Figure 2.5.   The significantly more powerful x-ray 

source allowed us to collect more detailed diffraction patterns.  As such, more diffraction peaks 

from more phases are visible; although all of the unexpended phases are either oxide phases or 

hydrated phases, likely due to minor air contamination.  The as-synthesized samples still retain 

very broad metal phase peaks even when exposed to synchrotron-strength x-rays, confirming 

that these metal phases are highly amorphous.  These phases quickly recrystallize when exposed 
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to relatively mild heat. All of the Co and Fe phases in both the nanocomposites and NPMs showed 

significant peak sharpening, indicating that the Co and Fe nanocrystals grow at relatively low 

temperatures compared to their melting points (1495 oC and 1538 oC, respectively).  This 

phenomenon is further explored in Chapter 3 as a means to tune the morphology of NPMs 

prepared with CRS. 

 

 

Figure 2.3 - XRD patterns of three metal-LiCl nanocomposites and their corresponding NPMs after 
methanol purification. Peaks corresponding to LiCl are denoted and the standard diffraction 
pattern for each metal from the ICSD2 is included.  (A) Fe NPM from FeCl3; (B) Co NPM from CoCl2; 
(C) Cu NPM from CuCl2. 
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Figure 2.4 – Ex situ synchrotron XRD and Rietveld refinement of Fe-LiCl and Fe NPM samples from 
FeCl3, including nanocomposites and NPMs that were annealed at 300 oC and 600 oC for 3 hours 
prior to testing. Refinements are plotted on a log scale so fitting quality is visible.1 

 

  

 
1 Peak indexing and Rietveld refinement plots and expertise graciously provided by Adam Corrao of the Khalifah 
Group at Stony Brook University; Stony Brook, New York.  

Fe-LiCl Nanocomposite and Fe NPM Peak Indexing 

Rietveld Refinements 
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Figure 2.5 – Ex situ synchrotron XRD and Rietveld refinement of Co-LiCl and Co NPM samples 
from CoCl2, including nanocomposites and NPMs that were annealed at 300 oC and 600 oC for 3 
hours prior to testing. Refinements are plotted on a log scale so fitting quality is visible.2 

 
2 Peak indexing and Rietveld refinement plots and expertise graciously provided by Adam Corrao of the Khalifah 
Group at Stony Brook University; Stony Brook, New York.  

Co-LiCl Nanocomposite and Co NPM Peak Indexing 

Rietveld Refinements 
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 The specific surface area, pore size distribution and cumulative pore volume were 

measured with Brunauer-Emmett-Teller (BET) analysis.  The N2 adsorption-desorption isotherms 

and pore size distributions are displayed in Figure 2.6 and Appendix B, while structural and 

surface data for all samples are tabulated in Table 2.1 for comparative analysis.  When comparing 

the porous structures, average pore width and ligament thickness correlate with one another 

and are both inversely proportional to specific surface area. All samples produce type IV N2 

adsorption−desorption isotherms,13 and for samples with exceptionally small pore width, their 

isotherms exhibit type H3 hysteresis between the adsorption and desorption curves.10  This 

phenomena indicates that N2 is experiencing capillary condensation, meaning the pores within 

the NPMs are small enough to trap the adsorbed N2 molecules and make it more difficult to 

desorb them, resulting in a higher adsorbed volume on the desorption curve.  This effect is 

common with nanoporous materials, including nanoporous metals and metal oxide structures.10, 

14-15  Isotherm hysteresis only occurs for samples with pore width <10 nm and increases as pore 

width shrinks, as Figure 2.6 shows is the case with Fe NPM and Co NPM.  Cu NPM has a much 

broader pore distribution with average pore size being greater than 40 nm, resulting in no 

capillary condensation and no isotherm hysteresis.  
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Figure 2.6 - BET N2 adsorption−desorption isotherms (A−C) and pore size distributions (D−F) for 
three NPMs synthesized from chloride precursors. Data from additional samples are provided in 
Appendix B. (A and D) Nanoporous Cu; (B and E) nanoporous Co; and (C and F) nanoporous Fe. 
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Table 2.1 - Physiochemical properties of nanoporous metals prepared with CRS 

a- Measured with BET N2 Isotherms using [Quantachrome Autosorb – iQ/MPXR surface area and porosity 
analyzer 
b- Calculated with NLDFT Equilibrium Model within Quantachrome3 ASiQwin Software 
c- Calculated from N2 Isotherms with Quantachrome3 ASiQwin Software 
d- Estimated as the specific volume of the lithium salt within the nanocomposites, normalized to the mass 
of the metal  
e- Averaged from line analyses of SEM/TEM images in ImageJ Software 
f- Nanocrystallite size in final NPM estimated from XRD peaks using the Scherrer Formula3 and Rietveld 
refinement methods5 

 

The thermodynamic driving force behind CRS is the difference in electrochemical 

potential between the precursors and the reducing agent. Using n-butyllithium as the reducing 

agent requires the precursor’s electrochemical potential to be higher than −2.05 V vs the 

standard hydrogen electrode potential (SHE).16  Then the reaction proceeds spontaneously, 

releasing heat and forming the nanocomposite structures very similar to those formed 

electrochemically in conversion reaction battery electrode studies.17-18 The n-BuLi reaction 

initiates on the surface of the precursor particles.  We theorize that the volume expansion 

associated with the formation of the conjugate lithium compound (ranging from 5% to 30%, 

  Conversion Reaction Data Surface Analysis 
Structure Analysis 

Nanoporous 
Metal (NPM) 

Precursor 

Specific 
volume % 
lithium salt in 
composite 

Specific 
surface 
area 
(m2/g)a 

Ave pore 
width 
(nm)b 

Cumulative 
pore 
volume 
(cm3/g)c 

Theoretical 
cumulative pore 
volume (cm3/g)d 

Approx. 
Ligament 
thickness 
(nm)e 

Crystallite 
size (nm)f 

Fe FeCl3 90 162 1.8 0.124 1.1 5 1 

  FeCl2 85 131 3.5 0.115 0.73 8 2 

         

Co CoCl2 86 87 7.1 0.172 0.69 10 5 

Ni NiCl2 86 71 19 0.395 0.69 20 8 

         

Cu CuCl2 85 15.0 40 0.408 0.64 40 20 

  CuBr2 88 14.8 41 0.416 0.79 40 20 

  CuBr 78 1.0 56 0.011 0.39 200 35 

         

Ag AgCl 67 9.7 26 0.062 0.19 50 35 

Au AuCl3 86 5.3 41 0.054 0.31 90 30 
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shown in Table 2.2) causes fractures on the surface of the nanocomposites, opening further 

pathways for the n-BuLi solution to infiltrate the sample and continue the reaction until the 

precursor is fully consumed.  The dense metal then coalesces into a ligament network surrounded 

and filled by the more abundant lithium halide phase.   

 

Table 2.2 - Tabulated values for the specific volume expansion and resulting volume percent Li 
halide for each metal halide precursor as it undergoes a conversion reaction with n-BuLi into a 
metal-Li halide nanocomposite. 

Target 

Nanoporous 

Metal 

Precursor Conversion Reaction 

Specific Volume 

Expansion (%) 

Specific Volume % Lithium 

Salt in Nanocomposite 

Fe FeCl2 19.8 85 
 

FeCl3 25.5 89 

Co CoCl2 23.0 86 

Cu CuCl2 21.1 85 
 

CuBr 5.6 77 
 

CuBr2 20.5 87 

Ni NiCl2 30.2 86 

Au AuCl3 11.1 85 

Ag AgCl 19.4 66 

 

 

 The specific dimensions of the metal ligament network are affected by both the target 

metal and the choice of precursor.  Table 2.1 shows that there is a large variance in specific 

surface area between NPMs with different target metals and between NPMs of the same target 

metal from different precursors.  Therefore, precursor composition and metal atomic mobility 
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must play a role in determining the metal network morphology during the conversion reaction.  

Each ligament in the nanocomposite is a collection of the metal atoms that were locally available 

in the precursor when the conversion reaction occurred.  Metals with higher atomic mobility (i.e., 

a higher diffusivity) migrate and agglomerate over longer distances, which allows more atoms to 

gather and coalesce into thicker ligaments with greater separation.  When comparing observed 

specific surface area and pore size trends of the different NPMs, they correlate to trends in the 

metals’ solid-state diffusion coefficients.  Previous studies and models show Cu, Ag and Au are 

generally more mobile elements with higher diffusion coefficients than Ni, Co and Fe, which 

generally have lower diffusion coefficients, with Fe often exhibiting the smallest diffusion 

coefficient of the metals in this study.19-21  A review on the solubility, diffusion and electrical 

activity of transition metals in silicon by Weber21 supports this trend, showing that the diffusion 

coefficient for 3d transition metals decreases with atomic number ranging from 10-4 cm2/s for Cu 

to 10-6 cm2/s for Fe.   

 CRS with different precursors produces distinct morphologies for the same target metal.  

Fe NPM gains over 20% more surface area when FeCl3 is chosen as the precursor rather than 

FeCl2 (~160 m2/g compared to ~130 m2/g).  FeCl3 also produces Fe NPM with smaller average 

pore width, smaller nanocrystallite size and larger BET isotherm hysteresis.  In another case, Cu 

NPM from CuCl2 and CuBr2 precursors are nearly identical while Cu NPM from CuBr precursor 

shows drastically lower specific surface area and thicker ligaments, a phenomenon visible in the 

SEM images in Figure 2.1.  This finding suggests that the lithium halide produced by the 

conversion reaction physically hinders the agglomeration of the metal atoms over longer 

distances, encouraging the formation of finer ligament networks.  For nanoporous Fe from the 
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FeCl3 precursor, a combination of a low-mobility element and a high lithium halide production 

when reacted with n-BuLi (3 mol of LiCl produced per mole FeCl3) results in the highest surface 

area and smallest pore size of any sample in this study.  

The purification step of CRS is similar to dealloying processes in that it involves selectively 

dissolving one component from a binary mixture to form a nanostructure.  The fundamental 

difference is that dealloying involves a solid-state solution of two highly miscible metal phases 

(such as the prototypical Au-Ag alloy used to prepare nanoporous gold),22-23 while CRS involves a 

mixture of two immiscible phases (metal and non-metal).  Originally, it was hypothesized that 

the nanoporous morphology would be entirely formed within the metal-lithium halide 

nanocomposites and would be unaltered by removing the lithium halide.  However, BET and XRD 

data show evidence that the metal restructures itself during the purification phase. For all 

samples, we compared the cumulative pore volume calculated by BET with the specific volume 

of the lithium halide present in the nanocomposites. As Table 2.1 shows, every sample measured 

much lower cumulative pore volume than predicted. This discrepancy is a convincing indicator 

that the metal ligament networks alter when the lithium halide is removed with methanol.  This 

effect is especially pronounced for the Fe NPM samples synthesized from FeCl3, where the 

measured cumulative pore volume is an order of magnitude lower than predicted (1.1 cm3/g 

theoretical pore volume vs. 0.124 cm3/g measured pore volume). 

For many samples, this change is apparent in the XRD patterns as the peaks corresponding 

to the metals sharpen noticeably after methanol purification (Figure 2.3, Figure 2.5 and Appendix 

A).  Table 2.3 shows a comparison of the metal nanocrystallite size (calculated via the Scherrer 

formula and Rietveld methods )3 of each metal phase before and after purification.  The effect is 
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measurable for Co, Ni, Cu and Au NPM samples, which experience nanocrystal growth between 

20% and 100% growth depending on the metal.  The metal diffraction peaks for the Fe samples 

do not exhibit sharpening after the purification process, indicating that Fe does not experience 

crystal growth as a result of the methanol purification. 

 

Table 2.3 - Metal nanocrystal sizes calculated from XRD peak broadening 

 

 

Reconstruction during methanol purification causes the cumulative pore volume for all 

samples to decrease. The metal structures with ligaments thicker than 20 nm (Cu, Au, Ni) all 

exhibit significant crystal growth as shown in the XRD studies. For these samples, the increase in 

nanocrystal size is consistent with a loss of pore volume, as the metals that showed larger crystal 

growth had a larger difference between theoretical and measured pore volume. The Fe and Co 

samples are particularly interesting because they have the highest specific surface area, yet their 

measured pore volume is lower than the Cu and Ni samples even though it is predicted to be 

higher. Recrystallization does not account for this because there is little to no crystal growth for 

the Fe and Co samples.  Therefore, there must be a separate type of reconstruction occurring 

within these samples. 

Metal  Precursor 
Metal Nanocrystal Size 
in Nanocomposite (nm) 

Metal Nanocrystal Size in Porous Structure - 
after MeOH Rinse (nm) 

Co CoCl2 4.0 5 
Cu CuCl2 18 22 
  CuBr2 16 21 
  CuBr 30 35 
Au AuCl3 16 33 
Ni NiCl2 3.1 5 
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One possibility is that because the Fe and Co metal networks consist of exceptionally thin 

ligaments (<20 nm thick), they are not very robust and removing the supporting lithium halide 

matrix causes the structure to partially collapse during purification.  Samples with thinner 

ligaments would have weaker structures and would be even more susceptible to collapse, 

resulting in a larger discrepancy between the measured and theoretical pore volume.  This 

structural collapse theory explains why the NPMs that form the thinnest ligaments, particularly 

the Fe NPM samples, have lower pore volumes than NPMs with larger ligaments.  SEM and TEM 

images in Figure 2.1 and Figure 2.2 show that the Fe NPM samples are certainly more densely 

packed than all other NPMs, yet there is still visible porosity, indicating that the collapse is partial.  

Therefore, it retains high specific surface area despite the lower pore volume. 

These reconstruction phenomena stem from the nature of the metal ligament network 

while it is still encased in the metal-lithium halide nanocomposite. During the conversion 

reaction, the metal and lithium halide phases are thermodynamically driven to separate, but the 

more abundant lithium halide likely provides a kinetic barrier that prevents the metal atoms from 

coalescing over longer distances. Thus, while in the nanocomposite, the metal is locked in a 

metastable state by the lithium halide. Once the lithium halide is removed, that kinetic barrier is 

lowered, and reconstruction is favored to relax excess surface tension on the newly exposed 

metal surface.  Studying these reconstructive processes, which continues in Chapter 3, is 

important for developing methods to control and tune the morphology of these nanoporous 

metals.   
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2.3 Conclusion 

 A variety of nanoporous transition metals were prepared from CRS of metal halide 

precursors.  Studying the resulting materials showed that the nanoporous metals forms in two 

phases.  The nanoporous structure originally forms within the nanocomposites as the metal and 

lithium halide phases separate while they’re produced, with the metal atoms being 

thermodynamically driven together into a network of fine filaments surrounded by the conjugate 

lithium halide compound.  The dimensions of the metal network are characteristic of the target 

metal atoms’ mobility and the amount of lithium halide produced by the n-BuLi reaction.  Further, 

the lithium halide provides a kinetic barrier to excess metal atom agglomeration, which locks the 

metal network into a metastable state. Then, removing the lithium with methanol reveals the 

porous network, but the purification process causes reconstruction that influences the final 

morphology by noticeably decreasing the final pore volume. 

 CRS is qualitatively similar to dealloying synthesis and can produce similar structures. If 

one uses each respective method to prepare nanoporous gold, both will produce similar 

ligamented networks with very similar specific surface area and pore volume.24  While the 

application of the dealloying method is determined by the availability of the alloy precursor and 

the removal of the reactive element, conversion synthesis is compatible with any metal halide 

precursor with an appropriate electrochemical potential, which allows us to synthesize pure 

nanoporous metal structures of a variety of transition metals.  With the abundance of compatible 

precursor candidates and with the simplicity and scalability of these methods, CRS provides a 

wide and accessible design space for the development of nanoporous metal technology. 
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2.4 Experimental Methods 

2.4.1 Conversion reaction synthesis of nanoporous metals 

 An anhydrous metal halide (CoCl2, CuCl2, CuBr2, etc.) is first dispersed in hexane at 10 mL 

per gram of precursor.  Then, 1.6M n-BuLi solution in hexane is added at 1.25x stochiometric 

ratio to guarantee a complete reaction that minimizes the effects of the decreasing n-BuLi 

concentration on the reaction rate.  The precursor compounds used in this investigation and the 

corresponding amount of n-BuLi solution used is listed in Table 2.4.  The reaction starts instantly 

and the precursors are converted into metal-lithium halide nanocomposites.  The solution is 

allowed to react undisturbed for at least 24 hours before the solids are isolated via filtration and 

rinsed with large amounts of fresh hexane to remove any lingering n-BuLi (a typical batch that 

reacted between 1.0 g and 3.0 g of precursor would do a minimum of three rinse cycles with at 

least 30 mL of fresh hexane per rinse).  The resulting nanocomposite powder is then air-dried. 

    To purify the nanocomposite and form a NPM, the nanocomposite powder is added to 

a 50 mL size fritted filter funnel and 30 mL of anhydrous methanol is added and allowed to drain 

into a collection flask.  This process is repeated at exactly twice.  The resulting powder is left to 

dry before collection and storage.  The entire conversion and purification process is performed 

in at argon glovebox (< 5 ppm O2 content) because the inert atmosphere is required to prevent 

the nanostructure pure metals from oxidizing and because n-BuLi solution is pyrophoric, so the 

inert atmosphere provides an extra layer of safety. 

 CRS of AgCl to produce nanoporous Ag was a special case. Here, THF is used as the solvent 

instead of hexane because the reaction between AgCl and n-BuLi is mild, and the reduction of 
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AgCl stops at the surface. 1.0 g (7 mmol) of AgCl was dispersed in 11 mL of anhydrous THF, and 

11 mL of n-BuLi solution (2.5 M in hexane) was added into it. LiCl which is produced during the 

reaction dissolves into THF, and thus the fresh surface of AgCl should be always in contact with 

n-BuLi. After five days, the precipitate was washed with THF, dried, and then gently milled in 

order to reveal unreacted core of AgCl. The same amount of THF and n-BuLi was added in the 

mixture of Ag/AgCl, and waited for another seven days to completely reduce remaining AgCl. 

 

Table 2.4 – Standard amount of n-BuLi used for each precursor allowing for 1.25 times the 
necessary stochiometric amount required.   

Metal Halide Precursor 
Compound 

Volume per gram of 1.6M 
n-BuLi solution in hexane 

used for CRS 

FeCl3 15 mL/g 

FeCl2 13 mL/g 

CoCl2 12 mL/g 

NiCl2 12 mL/g 

AuCl3 8 mL/g 

CuCl2 12 mL/g 

CuBr2 7 mL/g 

CuBr 6 mL/g 

 

 

 

2.4.2 X-ray diffraction and crystallographic studies 

 X-ray diffraction (XRD) patterns of the nanocomposites and purified NPMs were collected 

with a rotating target powder diffractometer (Bruker D2-Phaser) using Cu-Kα radiation (λ = 

1.5406 Ȧ, 30 kV, 10 mA) in a 2θ range from 10o to 80o with scanning rate 0.02o/s and step size 
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0.05o.  The powder samples were loaded into the rotating sample holders inside of the Ar 

glovebox and Kapton® tape was secured over the top to prevent oxidation during data 

acquisition.  For samples that exhibited well-defined XRD patterns, diffraction peaks were 

indexed using data from the Inorganic Crystal Structure Database (ICSD)2 and nanocrystallite sie 

was estimated from the half-maximum width and 2θ positions of the broadened diffraction peaks 

according to the Scherrer formula.3 Additional XRD studies were conducted at Brookhaven 

National Laboratory at the National Synchrotron Light Source II (NSLS-II), beamline 28-ID-2.  

Samples were packaged in 1.1mm outer diameter polyimide tube with an air-tight seal.  The 

synchrotron XRD patterns were indexed with search and match software (Jade version 9) in 

conjunction with the International Center for Diffraction Data (ICDD)4 and then modeled with 

Rietveld refinements5 in TOPAS v6 using the parameter model of the synchrotron profile 

generated on site using NIST Ni as the calibration standard. Fit quality was assessed via graphical 

analysis of the agreement between the measured and calculated diffraction patterns and the 

weighted profile R-factors (Rwp). Synchrotron XRD and refinements were made possible through 

generous colleagues and collaborators at Brookhaven National Laboratory and Stoney Brook 

University. 

 

2.4.3 Electron microscopy studies 

 Scanning electron microscope (SEM) images were acquired with a Zeiss Sigma 500 

microscope at 2.0 keV EHT voltage while transmission electron microscope (TEM) images were 

obtained at 200 kV acceleration voltage on an FEI Tecnai-Sphera System.  For SEM imaging, 
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samples were mounted on an aluminum sample stage using double-sided carbon tape. For TEM 

imaging, a small amount powder sample was dispersed in hexane and sonicated in an ultrasonic 

bath for at least30 min. A drop of the dispersion was placed onto a holey-carbon TEM grid (Ted 

Pella, Inc.) and dried inside an Ar glovebox. For both SEM and TEM, the prepared samples were 

sealed in an aluminum lined bag within an Ar glovebox so they could be safely transported to the 

microscope without exposure to ambient air. ImageJ software was then used to analyze the 

images and estimate the average thickness of the ligaments that form the nanoporous 

morphologies.6  

2.4.4 Surface and porosity studies 

 Nitrogen adsorption-desorption analysis was conducted with a Quantachrome Nova 

4200e surface area and porosity analyzer in conjunction with the Brunauer-Emmett-Teller (BET) 

gas adsorption model.7-9 Each sample was loaded into the quartz sample tube in an Ar glovebox 

and sealed so each sample could be transported to the analyzer without exposure to ambient 

oxygen.  Once connected to the machine, each sample was degassed under vacuum at 60o C for 

12 hours.  The N2 adsorption-desorption isotherms were then obtained at liquid nitrogen 

temperature (78K).  Surface and pore properties (specific surface area, average pore width and 

cumulative pore volume) were then calculated from the recorded isotherms using the BET 

model7 and the NLDFT equilibrium model10-11 within the Quantachrome3 ASiQwin software. 
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Chapter 3 – Morphological Control of Nanoporous Metals through Thermal 

Annealing 

 

3.1 Chapter Introduction 

The basic CRS procedure only produces one distinct nanoporous morphology per 

precursor. Therefore, it is necessary to develop methods that provide morphological control over 

NPMs so that they can be optimized for practical applications.  For example, to maximize catalytic 

activity, nanoporous catalyst systems should have an intermediate pore size that is small enough 

to provide a high concentration of exposed catalytically active sites yet large enough to allow a 

high flux of reactant atoms to those sites.1-2  Morphological control can also be used to mitigate 

structural collapse that occurs in NPMs with fragile metal ligament networks, such as that of Fe 

NPM.  The synchrotron XRD studies detailed in Figure 2.4 and Figure 2.5 show that the 

nanocrystalline metal phases within the metal-lithium halide nanocomposites can grow at 

temperatures as low as a few hundred degrees Celsius.  If the metal-lithium halide 

nanocomposites were annealed before the lithium halide was removed, the nanoporous network 

would be more resistant to collapse (Figure 3.1). 

 Thermal annealing was investigated at a means to tune the morphology of nanoporous 

transition metals prepared with CRS.3  XRD studies were used to evaluate the effect of thermal 

annealing on the size and strain of the nanocrystalline metal phases within Cu-LiCl, Co-LiCl and 

Fe-LiCl nanocomposites while electron microscopy and N2 adsorption techniques were used to 

study the porosity and surface properties of the resulting NPMs after the LiCl was removed with 

methanol.  Annealing metal-LiCl nanocomposites resulted in the controlled growth of the metal 

nanoparticles, the rate of which depended on the diffusivity of the metal. It was observed that 
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annealing nanocomposites produced more robust nanoporous metals with increased porosity 

under certain conditions. Overall, it was found that annealing the as-formed nanocomposites 

rather than the isolated nanoporous metals provides finer control of the conversion synthesis 

process and allows for the design of more optimized pore structures and thus enhanced 

suitability for catalytic and electrochemical applications.   

 

Figure 3.1 - Illustration of conversion reaction synthesis (CRS) and the typical effects of 

purification (to dissolve the lithium halide component), and the annealing of metal / lithium 

halide nanocomposites prior to purification as a strategy to tune the final nanoporous 

morphology and avoid the collapse of the nanoporous framework. 
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3.2 Results and Discussion 

To study the effect of thermal annealing on the structure of the nanocomposites and their 

corresponding NPMs, it is important to select target metals with a range of mobilities. As such, 

Cu, Fe, and Co were chosen for this study.  Based on observations of the as-synthesized 

nanoporous structures in Chapter 2, it was expected that Cu has high mobility, Fe has low 

mobility, and Co has intermediate mobility between those of Cu and Fe.5  The annealed 

nanocomposites and corresponding NPMs were first evaluated with XRD studies.  Figure 3.2 

shows XRD patterns of each annealed sample grouped by metal (Cu, Co or Fe) and by sample 

type (nanocomposite or NPM).  Nanocomposites were annealed for 1 hour at temperatures 

ranging from 80 °C up to 500 °C. This temperature range was wide enough such that all metal 

groups showed significant crystallite growth while remaining safely below the melting point of 

LiCl (605 °C), thus avoiding any phase changes. Annealing in this temperature range eventually 

causes the XRD peaks of both the metal and LiCl phases to sharpen for each sample. The 

sharpening increases with temperature for all samples, with noticeable peak sharpening 

exhibited even at 80 °C by Cu.  XRD peak sharpening for these metals is primarily caused by 

increases in the average crystallite size, which can be calculated using Rietveld refinement 

methods.6  This method was applied to each XRD pattern to determine the volume-weighted 

average metal crystallite size, with the results plotted in Figure 3.3. 
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Figure 3.2 - X-ray diffraction patterns of annealed metal-LiCl nanocomposites and their 

corresponding purified nanoporous metals. (A) Annealed Cu-LiCl nanocomposites; (B) annealed 

Co-LiCl nanocomposites; (C) annealed Fe-LiCl nanocomposites; (D) nanoporous Cu from 

corresponding annealed nanocomposite; (E) nanoporous Co from corresponding annealed 

nanocomposite; (F) nanoporous Fe from corresponding annealed nanocomposite. 
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Figure 3.3 - Metal crystallite size trends in annealed nanocomposite samples.  The volume-

weighted average crystallite sizes were determined by Rietveld refinement against the X-ray 

diffraction data shown in Figure 3.2.  Individual plots of Rietveld refinement fitting results and 

related information are given in Appendix C. 
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 Each distinct metal-LiCl nanocomposite responds differently to annealing.  However, the 

general trend for all samples is similar with slow growth until a characteristic temperature is 

reached, beyond which rapid growth occurs. At 10 nm in diameter, the Cu crystallites within the 

Cu-LiCl nanocomposites have the largest unannealed crystallite size, which then shows consistent 

growth that increases monotonically with increasing temperature. The Co crystallites within the 

Co-LiCl nanocomposite have a very small unannealed size, with an estimated diameter of 1.9 nm, 

while Fe in the Fe-LiCl nanocomposites has an exceptionally small crystallite size estimated at 0.7 

nm. Compared to the Cu-LiCl nanocomposites, Co and Fe in the Co-LiCl and Fe-LiCl 

nanocomposites exhibit very little crystallite growth until higher temperatures were reached, 

remaining below 6 nm in size at a temperature up to at least 300 °C. In contrast, annealing at 300 

°C causes Cu in the Cu-LiCl nanocomposite to grow to nearly 50 nm in diameter, while the same 

temperature only causes the metal phases of the Co-LiCl and Fe-LiCl nanocomposites to grow to 

5.7 and 3.5 nm, respectively. When Co-LiCl and Fe-LiCl are annealed at 400 and 500 °C, 

respectively, the average metal crystallite size rapidly increases to ∼30 nm for Co and ∼40 nm 

for Fe for reasons that are not yet well understood. 

 A similar type of metal coarsening has been previously studied in nanoporous metals 

synthesized with dealloying methods. All nanoporous pure metals from every distinct synthesis 

method should theoretically exhibit similar coarsening behavior because they are all 

fundamentally built from a network of interconnected metal nanocrystallites. However, it is not 

clear if coarsening of the metal phase within the metal-lithium halide nanocomposite will follow 

a similar behavior due to the presence of the halide phase, which can potentially either slow 

coarsening by serving as a physical barrier or serve to enhance the mobility of diffusing atoms by 
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providing a lower barrier pathway for the metal atoms to diffuse. Monte Carlo simulations of Au 

NPM coarsening7 suggest that the coarsening is primarily a surface diffusion-controlled 

phenomenon that follows an Arrhenius relationship between growth rate, annealing 

temperature, and annealing time, a result that was corroborated by experimental X-ray 

nanotomography studies.8  Further studies9-10 measured this relationship specifically in the 

context of metal crystallite growth within annealed nanoporous metals. The coarsening rates of 

the metal phases within the nanocomposites can be modeled by the following equation:3, 7-8, 11 

   [𝑑(𝑡)]𝑛 = 𝑘𝑜𝑡 exp (
−𝐸

𝑅𝑇
)  (Eq. 2) 

where d(t) is the crystallite diameter at time t; E is the activation energy required for coarsening; 

T is the annealing temperature; R is the gas constant; ko is a constant; n is the coarsening 

exponent, which was estimated to be equal to 4.  This choice of coarsening exponent is 

appropriate for systems with surface diffusion-controlled coarsening mechanisms and has been 

previously used to measure the kinetics of nanoparticle and nanopore coarsening.7-8, 12  In a 

nanocomposite, surface diffusion is effectively diffusion at the metal-LiCl interface. 

 Figure 3.4 shows the calculated values for the coarsening activation energy E of all three 

nanocomposite systems based on the slope of the linearized relationship between ln[d(t)n/t] and 

(RT)-1.  Values for d(t) are based on the metal crystallite sizes with in the metal-LiCl 

nanocomposites calculated with Rietveld refinement of the X-ray diffraction patterns in Figure 

3.2.  Each sample was annealed for 1 hour, so t is held as a constant 3600 seconds.  The calculated 

activation energies for the Cu-LiCl, Co-LiCl and Fe-LiCl systems under this assumed mechanism 

are 0.17 eV, 0.28 eV and 0.37 eV, respectively.  These extracted energies are generally consistent 
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with the observed coarsening rates (Cu >> Co > Fe). These values resemble previously reported 

activation energies for surface diffusion of transition metal adatoms measured with ion beam 

microtexturing by Rossnagel and Robinson,13 which is consistent with the choice of the 

coarsening exponent and corroborates the notion that coarsening of the metal nanocrystals is 

dominated by surface diffusion.13-15 

 The morphology of the purified NPMs from the annealed nanocomposites was further 

characterized with SEM and BET analysis. Both analyses provide important insights into how the 

metal nanocrystal growth affects the overall nanoporous structure.  SEM images of the purified 

NPMs from the annealed nanocomposites are displayed in Figure 3.5, Figure 3.6, and Figure 3.7 

along with the corresponding BET specific surface area inlayed in each image.  The BET specific 

surface area was determined from each sample’s N2 adsorption-desorption isotherm, available 

in Appendix B.  Data trends on surface properties relating to annealing temperature and 

crystallite size are compiled in Figure 3.8 and Figure 3.9. 

 

Figure 3.4 - Linearized Arrhenius plots of metal crystallite sizes within the annealed 

nanocomposites and corresponding estimated annealing activation energies for the metal 

phases. The estimation is based on the linearized form of the Arrhenius model given in Equation 

2.  The slope of the best fit line was used to calculate the annealing activation energy required 

for metal crystallite growth within the different metal/LiCl nanocomposites. (A) Cu from annealed 

Cu/LiCl nanocomposites; (B) Co from annealed Co/LiCl nanocomposites; (C) Fe from annealed 

Fe/LiCl nanocomposites. 
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Figure 3.5 - SEM of Cu NPM samples from purified Cu-LiCl nanocomposites annealed for 1 hour 

at (A) room temperature (no annealing); (B) 80 oC; (C) 150 oC; (D) 200 oC; (E) 250 oC; (F) 300 oC. 

BET specific surface area is calculated from each sample’s N2 adsorption-desorption isotherm, 

which are given in Appendix B. All images are the same scale with 200nm scalebars marked. 

 

 

Figure 3.6 - SEM of Co NPM samples from purified Co-LiCl nanocomposites annealed for 1 hour 

at (A) room temperature (no annealing); (B) 100 oC; (C) 150 oC; (D) 200 oC; (E) 300 oC; (F) 400 oC.  

BET specific surface area is calculated from each sample’s N2 adsorption-desorption isotherm, 

which are given in Appendix B. All images are the same scale with 200nm scalebars marked. 
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Figure 3.7 - SEM of Fe NPM samples from purified Fe/LiCl nanocomposites annealed for 1 hour 

at (A) room temperature (no annealing); (B) 200 oC; (C) 300 oC; (D) 400 oC; (E) 500 oC. BET specific 

surface area is calculated from each sample’s N2 adsorption-desorption isotherm, which are given 

in Appendix B. All images are the same scale with 200nm scalebars marked. 

 

The Cu NPM network behavior closely reflects the crystallite size trends in Figure 3.3.  The 

consistent growth of the metal nanoparticles when annealed results in thicker metal ligaments, 

shown in Figure 3.5A-F, and a correspondingly consistent decrease in specific surface area (Figure 

3.8A).  Interestingly, Figure 3.5F shows that once the Cu crystallites grow to a large enough size 

(above approximately 200 nm in diameter), they lose their interconnectivity and the porous 

network is destroyed.  Because of this, Cu-LiCl samples were not annealed above 300 oC.  The 

behavior of Co and Fe NPM are more complex.   

For both Co and Fe NPM, annealing at lower temperatures (100 oC for Co and 200 oC for 

Fe) led to an initial sharp drop in specific surface area (Figure 3.6 for Co and Figure 3.7 for Fe).  

Then the structures stabilize and surface area decreases more slowly for samples annealed at 

moderate temperatures (100 to 300 oC for Co and 200 to 400 oC for Fe).  However, above-
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threshold annealing at higher temperatures (400 oC for Co and 500 oC for Fe) causes the 

nanoporous structures rapidly decrease in surface area, in each case dropping to less than 10% 

of the original value.  This change is clear in Figure 3.6F and Figure 3.7E where the Co and Fe 

ligaments are suddenly much larger than the previous images of lower temperature annealed 

samples and their surface area decreases to less than 10 m2/g.  Both the Co and Fe NPM ligaments 

grow to an average width over 200 nm when annealed at 400 oC and 500 oC respectively.  The Fe 

NPM ligaments grow from an average width of less than 10 nm in Figure 3.7D to widths in excess 

of 200 nm in Figure 3.7E while the Co NPM ligaments grow from 50 nm in Figure 3.6E to over 200 

nm in Figure 3.6F. 

 

 

Figure 3.8 - BET specific surface areas of nanoporous metals from purified annealed 

nanocomposite samples.  Measurements are based on N2 adsorption-desorption isotherms 

available in Appendix B. A) Cu NPM from annealed Cu-LiCl; B) Co NPM from annealed Co-LiCl; C) 

Fe NPM from annealed Fe-LiCl. 
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Figure 3.9. BET surface area and pore volume data of NPMs from annealed nanocomposites 

including the relations between (A) BET specific surface area and nanocomposite annealing 

temperature; (B) BET specific surface area and NPM crystallite size; (C) BET cumulative pore 

volume and nanocomposite annealing temperature; (D) BET cumulative pore volume and NPM 

crystallite size.  Specific surface area and cumulative pore volume were calculated from the N2 

adsorption-desorption isotherm of each sample, available in Appendix B.  Crystallite sizes were 

obtained by Rietveld refinement against XRD data (Appendix C). 

 

Surface area trends for the Co and Fe NPM samples are a result of metal crystallite growth 

and the interactions between the metal and LiCl phases.  Basic geometry states that the ratio 

between an object’s surface area and volume follows an inverse relationship (e.g., the ratio of 

surface area to volume of a sphere is given by 𝑆/𝑉 = 3/𝑟).  A nanoporous metal’s specific surface 
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area and the size of its constituent metal nanocrystals show a similar relationship in Figure 3.9B, 

where specific surface area increases sharply as crystallite size approaches zero. Because the 

unannealed Co and Fe NPM samples have particularly small crystallite sizes, slight crystallite 

growth caused by annealing at low temperature is enough to cause a sharp initial loss of specific 

surface area.  The Co nanocrystals continue to grow when Co-LiCl nanocomposites are annealed 

between 100 oC and 300 oC, but because of this inverse power relationship, there is a 

correspondingly smaller drop in specific surface area for the resulting Co NPMs.  Fe NPM from 

nanocomposite samples annealed between 200 oC and 400 oC did exhibit increased temperature 

stability compared to the Cu and Co samples, as there was very little further crystallite growth 

and no matching decrease in surface area.  Figures 3.9C-D show that pore volume decreases for 

all three NPM systems as annealing temperature increases.  In fact, all three NPMs converge on 

the same trendline for cumulative pore volume after being annealed at mild temperatures, 

regardless of the initial value.  Cu and Co NPM both have higher initial pore volume, but after 

annealing at or above 100 oC, pore volume for both systems decreases to match that of the Fe 

NPM.  No single property explicitly accounts for this behavior, as Figure 3.9D shows that 

cumulative pore volume behaves independently from crystallite size and pore width alone.  Cu 

NPM shows consistently higher pore volume despite also having consistently larger ligament and 

crystallite sizes compared to Co and Fe NPM, with the unannealed Cu NPM producing 0.4 cc/g of 

pore volume with 10.8 nm crystallite size compared to 0.17 cc/g and 0.11 cc/g for Co and Fe NPM, 

which have unannealed crystallite sizes of 1.9 nm and 0.7 nm respectively.   

Figure 3.9D shows that BET cumulative pore volume universally decreases for NPMs from 

annealed nanocomposites.  The first reason for this is that coarsening the metal ligaments causes 
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the entire structure to densify.  The second reason is that BET only accounts for pore volume 

contributions from pores that are smaller than approximately 150 nm in diameter.  Therefore as 

the average pore size increases for all annealed samples,16-17 there are fewer pores small enough 

to contribute to BET-measured cumulative pore volume.  This is clear in the SEM images for Co 

NPM and Fe NPM samples in Figure 3.6F and Figure 3.7E, where nanocomposite annealing 

produces plenty of pores larger than 200 nm in diameter.  This limitation means that cumulative 

pore volume is not equivalent to a sample’s porosity, particularly for NPMs with larger pores from 

nanocomposites annealed at higher temperatures.   

 Macro-porosity of each NPM can be more accurately estimated with more detailed 

analysis of SEM images of the NPM samples.  We shall define marco-porosity as the relative ratio 

of solid to void within the NPMs that is observable with SEM.  In this analysis, greyscale SEM 

images of each NPM sample are converted into black and white pixel map images, where black 

represents void in the pores and white represents solid metal ligaments.  Porosity of a sample is 

then calculated with the ratio between the black and white areas of the converted SEM image 

(Appendix D).  Figure 3.10 shows the result of the porosity analysis for all NPM samples.  

Unannealed Cu and Co NPMs both have approximately 40% porosity, while unannealed Fe NPM 

has approximately 20% porosity.  Without annealing the nanocomposite, Fe NPM has 

significantly lower porosity than Cu or Co NPM because the Fe ligaments are exceptionally fine 

and they produce a porous network with very little structural integrity.   As illustrated in Figure 

3.1, removing the LiCl from the Fe-LiCl nanocomposite causes the structure to collapse, resulting 

in a denser network with much lower macro-porosity.   
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Figure 3.10 - Macro-porosity of nanoporous metals from annealed nanocomposites estimated 

from bitmap SEM images (Appendix D).  A) Cu NPM from annealed Cu-LiCl; B) Co NPM from 

annealed Co-LiCl; C) Fe NPM from Fe-LiCl.  The low porosity of Fe NPMs observed at temperatures 

of 400 °C and below is indicative of framework collapse after LiCl removal. 

 

 Nanocomposite annealing decreases the macro-porosity of the Cu and Co NPMs.  Initially, 

Figure 3.10A shows the porosity of Cu NPM decreases linearly with increasing annealing 

temperature as average crystallite size slowly increases; the porosity only decreases from ~40% 

to ~30% when the Cu-LiCl is annealed at 200 oC.  However, Cu NPM samples from 

nanocomposites annealed at 250 oC and 300 oC show significantly decreased porosity, 

approximately 20% and 15%, respectively.  This large decrease in porosity is consistent with the 

observed structural collapse of the Cu NPM samples in Figure 3.5E-F.  Porosity of the Co NPM 

samples also decreases as annealing temperature increases, but in this case the relationship is 

nearly linear (Figure 3.10B), with the porosity of Co NPM only decreasing to ~30% when the 

corresponding Co-LiCl nanocomposite is annealed at 400 oC.  Similar to the low temperature Cu 

samples, porosity of annealed Co NPM decreases as the average crystallite size increases.  

However, the Co NPM samples retain more porosity at higher temperatures because the porous 

Co networks never collapse.  SEM images in Figure 3.6 show that none of the annealed Co NPM 
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samples show decreased interconnectivity.  Each image clearly shows pores unlike the Cu NPM 

samples annealed above 250 oC, which shows collapsed pores (Figure 3.5). 

The macro-porosity of the Fe NPM samples is consistently ~20% for annealing 

temperatures ≤400 oC despite crystallite growth that is comparable to Co NPM (Figure 3.3).  This 

is another effect of the collapse of the Fe NPM network after LiCl is removed.  Even though the 

average Fe crystallite size increases from ~1nm to ~5nm when the Fe-LiCl nanocomposite is 

annealed at 400 oC, interconnectivity between the Fe nanoparticles doesn’t improve, and the 

resulting collapsed networks have ~20% porosity  However, when the Fe-LiCl nanocomposite is 

annealed at 500 oC, the resulting Fe NPM exhibits ~40% porosity; double the porosity of other Fe 

NPM samples.  As Figure 3.7E shows, annealing at 500 oC produces Fe NPM with a much more 

robust structure with enough interconnectivity to resist collapse, which greatly increases macro-

porosity though at the cost of a massive specific surface area loss after this high-temperature 

treatment.     

 A mechanism akin to Ostwald ripening18 should govern the coarsening behavior of the 

metal-LiCl nanocomposites.  Each NPM consists of interconnected metal nanoparticles, so their 

coalescence during annealing is primarily due to surface diffusion as described by José-Yacamán, 

et al.19 When the diameter of a metal nanoparticle is sufficiently small, its high surface energy 

thermodynamically drives it to fuse into other nanoparticles it contacts until it achieves a stable 

diameter and radius of curvature.  The primary mechanism for this effect is diffusion of unstable 

atoms at the surface of the particle (in this case, the interface between metal and LiCl), hence 

the choice of coarsening exponent in Equation 2. The metal nanoparticles in the metal-LiCl 

nanocomposites form with stable diameters large enough so that even though they are 
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interconnected, we do not observe coalescence into larger particles at room temperature.  

Increasing the temperature restarts this mechanism, providing the nanoparticles with kinetic 

access to the thermodynamic driving force needed for further growth.  The particle size 

distribution is not perfectly uniform, so when the temperature increases to the point where 

annealing begins, smaller particles are activated first because of their higher surface energy20 and 

they are absorbed by their larger neighbors.  This behavior is consistent with computational 

studies on the coarsening of bicontinuous structures, which show that the velocity of diffusing 

atoms increases in areas with high curvature.21-22  Because smaller particles and ligaments have 

higher curvature, they motivate faster diffusion to larger particles and ligaments with lower 

curvature.   In NPMs, this results in a coarser, more robust metal network with a larger average 

crystallite size as illustrated in Figure 3.11. 

 

Figure 3.11 - Schematic illustration of differences between unannealed NPMs and NPMs 

prepared with nanocomposite thermal annealing.  
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When annealed at lower temperatures, the LiCl matrix that surrounds the metal forces it 

to grow anisotropically along established pathways within the nanocomposites rather than 

converging to an isotropic spherical shape with a lower surface free energy for the same particle 

volume.  For this reason, the LiCl phase plays an important mediating role in crystallite growth 

during annealing, allowing the ligaments to coarsen without collapsing the overall filament 

structure.  If NPMs are annealed after purification, it was found that the network collapses, loses 

all appreciable porosity, and becomes a partially sintered mass of particles. However, at higher 

temperatures the LiCl also activates and begins to anneal, reducing its influence on metal 

crystallite growth and allowing them to coarsen further.  Additionally, growth of larger LiCl 

domains pushes metal ligaments together and accelerates the growth of both the metal 

crystallites and the ligaments of the metal structure.  The result of this accelerated growth is clear 

for Co NPM in Figure 3.6F and particularly for Fe NPM in Figure 3.7E, where SEM images show 

dramatically thicker and more crystalline ligaments for the high temperature samples.   
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3.3 Conclusions 

The morphology of NPMs prepared with CRS can be effectively controlled by annealing 

the metal-lithium halide nanocomposite phase before they are purified to form NPMs.  Thermal 

annealing of the metal-lithium halide intermediate allows coarsening of the nanoporous metal 

framework to be extended up to elevated temperatures of 300 oC to 500 oC, in contrast to 

annealing without the lithium halide which quickly destroys the connectivity of the nanoporous 

framework, leading to the loss of the desirable nanoporous morphology.  The LiCl matrix provides 

a mechanism for anisotropic growth that appears essential to preventing the ligament network 

from collapsing.  Quantitative measurements of the nanoparticle growth rates indicate that the 

temperature required for annealing is inversely related to the target metal’s mobility, and 

suggest that surface diffusion processes are central to the growth mechanism.  The rate of 

particle coarsening is observed to strongly depend on temperature with distinctly different 

behavior at different (and metal-specific) temperature ranges, and further detailed studies of 

isothermal kinetics will likely be required to gain an understanding of the origin of this behavior.  

While efforts to reinforce the filament network structure through annealing of metal / lithium 

halide nanocomposites were generally successful, an analysis of the Fe pore volume fraction 

indicated that this system was particularly susceptible to collapse of the framework after lithium 

halide removal and benefited from structural reinforcement provided by a coarser structure. 

Nanocomposite annealing widens the available morphology for NPMs produced by CRS, 

facilitates the tuning and optimization of the porous microstructure, and increases the potential 

applicability of this emerging class for nanoporous materials for catalytic and electrochemical 

applications. 
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3.4 Experimental Methods 

3.4.1 Preparation of annealed nanocomposites and corresponding NPMs with CRS 

 Many of the chemicals and precursors are air-sensitive and moisture-sensitive, so all 

synthesis procedures were conducted in an argon glovebox ( <5 ppm O2; <1 ppm H2O).  

Anhydrous CuCl2, CoCl2, and FeCl2 (all ≥99.9% trace metals basis, Sigma-Aldrich) are used as 

precursors to produce Cu, Co, and Fe NPMs, respectively. Each precursor is first added to hexane 

(HPLC, Fisher Scientific) that has been desiccated with molecular sieves (Type 3A, Sigma Aldrich) 

for at least 48 h. Ten milliliters of hexane is used per gram of precursor. n-Butyllithium (1.6 M) in 

hexane (Sigma-Aldrich) is then added at 1.25× stoichiometric ratio to ensure a complete reaction. 

The solution is allowed to react for 24 hours, and then the solids are filtered and repeatedly 

rinsed with fresh hexane to remove excess n-BuLi. The resulting powder is dried in the glovebox, 

resulting in a metal-LiCl nanocomposite. 

 Each to-be-annealed nanocomposite sample is sealed under vacuum in a borosilicate 

glass ampule with a 19.5 mm diameter and 0.8 mm wall thickness (Sigma-Aldrich), which allows 

for safe inert annealing. The samples were then annealed in a box furnace that was preheated to 

the target temperature. After 1 hour of annealing, the samples are immediately removed from 

the furnace and cooled to room temperature before being transferred back into the glovebox so 

that the ampules can be unsealed without air contamination. Inside the glovebox, a small portion 

of each sample is removed for XRD characterization. 

 To purify the annealed nanocomposites, the powder sample is placed into a fritted glass 

filter funnel. Then, anhydrous methanol (HPLC, Fisher Scientific) is poured into the filter funnel 
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and allowed to slowly drain out of the bottom into a collection flask. The methanol is also 

desiccated with molecular sieves (Type 3A, Sigma Aldrich) for at least 48 hours. This process is 

repeated exactly three times to guarantee complete LiCl dissolution. The purified NPM sample is 

then dried in the argon glovebox. 

 

3.4.2 Materials Characterization 

 XRD patterns of all samples were collected using a powder diffractometer (Bruker D2 

Phaser) using Cu-Kα radiation (λ = 1.5418 Å, 40 mA, 40 kV) in a 2θ range from 10° to 80° with a 

scan rate of 0.01°/s. In a glovebox, powder samples were loaded into circular sample holders and 

sealed with Kapton tape to prevent air contamination. SEM images were acquired with a Zeiss 

Sigma 500 scanning electron microscope. 

 Analysis of XRD patterns began with phase identification via search and match software 

(Jade, version 9) in conjunction with the ICDD database.4 To determine microstructural details 

about the metal and Licl phases, Rietveld refinements were carried out in TOPAS V6 using a 

fundamental parameter model of the instrument profile, incorporating a 0.6 mm divergence slit, 

20 mm sample length, 250 mm beam path length, and 2.5° Soller slits.  Sample displacement was 

refined for all analyses. Due to the limited number of peaks (typically 2 or 3), the ability to 

distinguish between size and strain broadening is severely limited so phase refinements were 

carried out with only the dominant broadening effect (Lorentzian size broadening for metals, 

Gaussian strain broadening for LiCl). As a result, the parameters reported here represent a lower 

limit for the true crystallite size and an upper limit for the true sample strain. Fit quality was 
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assessed by both graphical analysis of the agreement between the experimental and calculated 

patterns and weighted profile R-factors (Rwp).  Additional discussion of the refinements, examples 

of fits, and discussions of the calculated parameters are in Appendix C. 

 BET analysis was conducted with N2 adsorption-desorption isotherms measured with a 

Quantachrome Nova 4200e surface area and porosity analyzer. Each sample was loaded into a 

measurement cell in a glovebox and then closed with Parafilm to protect it from oxygen as it is 

transferred to the analyzer. Once inserted into the analyzer, each sample was degassed under 

vacuum at 60 °C for 12 h. N2 adsorption−desorption isotherms were collected at 78 K (liquid 

nitrogen temperature). The isotherm was then analyzed with the native Nova Gas Sorption 

Analyzer software to calculate the specific surface area and cumulative pore volume of each 

sample. 
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Chapter 4 – Heterogeneous Nanoporous Metal Structures Prepared with Conversion 

Reaction Synthesis of Co-Precipitated Nanocomposite Precursors 

 

4.1 – Introduction 

 CRS was used to prepare several heterogeneous NPM structures that consist of more than 

one material as opposed to a homogeneous, single metal NPM.1  By co-precipitating the 

precursor compounds to form well-mixed nanocomposites and using them with CRS, one can 

generate nanoporous structures that are heterogeneous mixtures of two distinct materials.    

Mixed nanoporous metals (MNPMs) were synthesized from co-precipitated metal chlorides while 

nanoporous Co-ZnO (NCZO) was synthesized from co-precipitated nanocomposite of Co3O4 and 

ZnO. These heterogeneous NPM structure can have both metal and non-metal components and 

often exhibit superior properties to pure NPMs such as increased specific surface area and heat 

resistance while also demonstrating the flexible capabilities of CRS.   

The original observation of MNPMs provided additional insight into the precise nature of 

the n-BuLi conversion reaction mechanism and revealed another way to control it.  The presence 

of multiple materials disrupts surface diffusion processes that cause the metal crystallites to 

coarsen, often resulting in finer nanostructures.  These principals then informed the design for 

NCZO, which exhibited high selectivity for H2 when it was tested as a heterogeneous catalyst for 

the steam reformation of ethanol (SRE).2  The ability to combine multiple materials in a 

nanoporous morphology is important for the future development and practical application of 

nanoporous metals prepared with CRS as many catalytic and electrocatalytic systems depend on 

the interplay between multiple distinct materials.3-5  
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4.2 – Results and Discussion 

4.2.1 Mixed Nanoporous Metals (MNPMs) 

 CRS was used to synthesize nanoporous metals containing a heterogeneous mixture of 

two distinct, unalloyed metal phases.  Here, two metal halide precursors with the same anion but 

different transition-metal cations are mutually dissolved into methanol to form a homogeneous 

solution. The solution is then heated under vacuum to evaporate the solvent and coprecipitate 

the precursor compounds. These mixed precursors are reacted with n-BuLi to form metal/lithium 

halide nanocomposites and purified with methanol to generate MNPMs which have the familiar 

filament-network morphologies as the pure NPMs, but with filaments of two metals. Nanoporous 

gold-copper, copper-cobalt, and cobalt-iron mixtures were synthesized with this method. 

 

 

Figure 4.1 – Representative SEM images of Mixed Nanoporous Metals synthesized from 

coprecipitated chloride precursors. (a) Nanoporous AuCu, from coprecipitated AuCl3 + CuCl2. (b) 

Nanoporous CuCo, from coprecipitated CuCl2 + CoCl2. (c) Nanoporous CoFe, from coprecipitated 

CoCl2 and FeCl2 
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Figure 4.2 - Energy-Dispersive X-Ray Spectroscopy (EDX) elemental mapping of MNPM samples. 

Each sample has the following components, stemming from the same SEM image, labeled i-iv: i) 

base SEM image; ii) composite elemental map containing two colors corresponding to each metal 

element within the MNPM; iii-iv) single-element maps, one for each constituent metal in the 

MNPM.  The colors in the element map images (ii-iv) correspond to single elements in each 

respective image-set, and are labeled as such. a) AuCu via AuCl3 and CuCl2, 3(Au):2(Cu) metal 

weight ratio; b) AuCu via AuCl3 and CuCl2, 1:1 metal weight ratio; c) CuCo via CuCl2 and CoCl2; d) 

FeCo via FeCl2 and CoCl2 
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a) AuCu via AuCl3 and CuCl2, 3(Au):2(Cu) metal weight ratio 
Au = Red, Cu = Green 

 

b) AuCu via AuCl3 and CuCl2, 1:1 metal weight ratio 
Au = Green, Cu = Red 

 

c) CuCo via CuCl2 and CoCl2 
Cu = Red, Co = Blue 

 

d) FeCo via FeCl2 and CoCl2 
Fe = Red, Co = Green 

 

 

 

i) 

iv) iii) 

ii) 

   

i) ii) 

iii) iv) 

 

i) ii) 

iii) iv) 

 

 

i) ii) 

iii) iv) 
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 Each of the three systems exhibited varied results. The Co-Fe system was the simplest: 

SEM and EDX images in Figure 4.1 and Figure 4.2 showed distinct, micron-sized regions of 

nanoporous Fe and Co. This is corroborated by BET data from adsorption-desorption isotherms 

in Figure 4.3, which measured specific surface area and average pore width values to be averaged 

between that of pure nanoporous Fe and Co, as shown in Table 4.1. In contrast, the Au-Cu and 

Cu-Co systems showed improved mixing, which surprisingly resulted in nanoporous materials 

with surface area values that matched or outperformed pure NPMs formed from the constituent 

precursors. 

Nanoporous Au-Cu was originally synthesized from a coprecipitated methanol solution of 

1:1 weight ratio of AuCl3 and CuCl2, which corresponded to an approximate 3:2 weight ratio of 

Au to Cu in the final MNPM. SEM images and EDX spectra shown in Figure 4.1a and Figure 4.2a-

b indicate that the nanoporous structure consists of larger gold branches surrounded by much 

finer copper ligaments. The copper covers much of the surface, with the large underlying gold 

ligaments occasionally visible. SEM images show the copper ligaments are thinner in this MNPM 

than in pure nanoporous copper from the same precursor. Thus, BET analysis measures a specific 

surface area very near that of nanoporous copper (approximately 15 m2/g). This is despite that 

pure nanoporous gold has only 1/3 of the surface area as pure nanoporous copper and that gold 

is the weight-majority component in the mixture. A second Au-Cu MNPM was synthesized with 

a 1:1 weight ratio between the metals to study the effect of adding additional Cu into the system. 

The resulting material measured an even greater specific surface area of 24.37 m2/g, which is 

higher than either the pure Au or Cu NPM. 
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Figure 4.3 – Representative BET N2 adsorption-desorption isotherms and pore size distributions 
for the four MNPMs synthesize with co-precipitate metal chloride precursors. (a) AuCu via AuCl3 
and CuCl2, 3(Au):2(Cu) metal weight ratio; (b) AuCu via AuCl3 and CuCl2, 1:1 metal weight ratio; 
(c) CuCo via CuCl2 and CoCl2, metal weight ratio; (d) FeCo via FeCl2 and CoCl2, metal weight ratio. 
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a) AuCu via AuCl3 and CuCl2, 3(Au):2(Cu) metal weight ratio  

 

b) AuCu via AuCl3 and CuCl2, 1:1 metal weight ratio 

 

c) CuCo via CuCl2 and CoCl2, metal weight ratio 

 

d) FeCo via FeCl2 and CoCl2, metal weight ratio 

 

  

 

 

Pore Size Distribution N2 Isotherm 

 

 

N2 Isotherm Pore Size Distribution 

 

N2 Isotherm Pore Size Distribution 

 

 

N2 Isotherm Pore Size Distribution 
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Nanoporous Cu-Co is an even more homogeneous metal network; SEM images and EDX 

(Figure 4.1b and Figure 4.2c) show a consistent structure with both constituent metals appearing 

at approximately the same concentrations at the surface. However, this system exhibits surface 

properties that are far superior to either of the constituent pure NPMs. Shown in Table 1, the 

surface area of nanoporous Cu-Co was measured at 115.7 m2/g, which is a 25% improvement 

over nanoporous Co and over 7.5× greater than nanoporous Cu. The calculated pore width of 

1.95 nm is also unexpectedly small and approaches that of nanoporous Fe from FeCl3 precursor 

(1.8 nm pore width). 

The nature of heterogeneous structures becomes apparent from X-ray analysis. XRD 

results in Figure 4.4 indicate that these mixed NPMs are nanoscopic mixtures of pure metal 

phases rather than a true, atomically mixed alloy. Then, Scherrer analysis7 of the broadened 

metal crystal peaks in the Au-Cu and Cu-Co diffraction patterns shows the structures are 

comprised of nanocrystallites (Table 4.2). This is similar to the nanoporous pure metals, but 

nanocrystallites in the mixed NPMs are estimated to be much smaller, particularly for Cu which 

shows 8 nm nanocrystallites in the Cu-Co system. Further, the mixed NPMs exhibit a much 

smaller difference in nanocrystal size before and after methanol purification, indicating that 

there is less crystal growth during the removal of LiCl, also displayed in Table 4.2. When 

comparing this crystal growth to that of the pure metal samples, the effect in the MNPMs is 

greatly reduced. 

The Au-Cu and Cu-Co MNPM systems have superior properties because their porous 

microstructures are more stable both in their respective metal-lithium halide nanocomposite and 

NPM forms. In either system, the two constituent metals mutually stabilize one another. 
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Nanostructured metals are typically unstable because interfacial interactions become dominant 

forces that drive grain growth and coarsening even at ambient temperatures.8-9  Nanocrystalline 

metals (bulk metals with nano-sized crystal domains) have this problem and a prominent 

technique to stabilize them is through alloying so solute metal atoms can occupy usually unstable 

grain boundary sites.  The solute atoms relieve the interfacial energy and prevent the nano-sized 

crystal grains from growing and destroying the structure.10  A similar effect likely occurs in 

MNPMs. In pure NPMs, the only interfaces remaining after the lithium halide is removed are 

those between nanocrystals of the pure metal.  Some percentage of these interfacial interactions 

are unfavorable so recrystallization and grain growth occur, especially for more mobile metals 

like Cu and Au, which are much less stable in high surface area forms.11-12  However, the presence 

of a second metal at such interfaces decreases the likelihood of excess migration and nanocrystal 

growth of the metal atoms during the conversion and methanol purification processes, resulting 

in smaller nanocrystallites in the nanocomposite for MNPMs. These smaller nanocrystallites 

equate to smaller nanoparticles of each constituent metal, which agglomerate together to 

construct a heterogeneous ligament network with improved specific surface area compared to 

the pure NPMs. This mechanism requires at least one of the constituent metals to be a relatively 

mobile element. Therefore, the Au-Cu and Cu-Co systems perform better than the Fe-Co system. 

Fe and Co are less mobile elements than Cu or Au. This allows them to form superior pure NPMs, 

but they are not mobile enough to form a thorough mixture of Co and Fe nanostructures as 

effectively as Au and Cu. Instead, they form isolated, micrometer-sized regions of pure NPM, 

resulting in properties that are averaged between that of pure nanoporous Fe and Co (Table 2.1 

and Table 4.1) 
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Table 4.1. Physiochemical properties of mixed nanoporous metals 

 

Table 4.2 - Metal nanocrystal sizes calculated from XRD peak broadening via the Scherrer 
formula7 from both NPM and MNPM samples.  Data from NPMs is also displayed in Table 2.2. 

 

 

 These experiments prove that CRS is capable of producing bi-metallic nanoporous metal 

structures.  These MNPMs are heterogeneous nanoporous structure that contain distinct crystal 

domains of the constituent metals rather than alloyed phases, which can enhance the 

nanostructure, as the different metals within the MNPM stabilize one another so that they form 

structures with smaller average crystallite sizes than in single-metal NPMs.  This can result in 

MNPMs with higher specific surface area and smaller pore size.  The capability to use mixed 

  Conversion Reaction Data Surface Analysis Structure Analysis 

Mixed 

Nanoporous 

Metals 

(MNPM) 

Coprecipitated 

Precursors 

Mixed Metal 

Weight Ratio 

Specific 

surface area 

(m2/g) 

Ave pore 

width 

(nm) 

Cumulative pore 

volume (cm3/g) 

Approx. 

ligament 

thickness (nm) 

Crystallite 

size (nm) 

Metal crystal 

structure  

AuCu AuCl3 + CuCl2 1:1 24.4 55 0.287 15  24 (Au) FCC(ccp)-Cu 

  3:2 14.6 36 0.131 15  24 (Au) FCC(ccp)-Cu 

CuCo CuCl2 + CoCl2 1:1 115 2.0 0.281 30 5.7 (Cu) FCC(ccp)-Cu 

FeCo FeCl2 + CoCl2 1:1 101 5.1 0.118 16 (Co) 10 (Fe) - Amorphous 

Metal  Precursor(s) 

Metal Nanocrystal 

Size in 

Nanocomposite (nm) 

Metal Nanocrystal Size in Porous Structure 

After Purification (nm) 

Cu CuCl2 18 22 

  CuBr2 16 21 

  CuBr 30 35 

Au AuCl3 16 33 

Ni NiCl2 3.1 4.7 

Mixed Nanoporous Metal 

Systems  
  

AuCu AuCl3 , CuCl2 24 (Au) 25 (Au) 

CuCo CuCl2 , CoCl2 5.7 (Cu) 8.2 (Cu) 
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precursors with CRS opens a large parameter space for further design and engineering of 

nanoporous metals and further proves the versatility of this synthesis method. 

4.2.2 Nanoporous Co-ZnO (NCZO)   

CRS of the Co3O4-ZnO nanocomposite precursor proceeded in a similar manner to 

previously tested pure and co-precipitated metal chloride precursors.1  Figure 4.4 shows XRD 

patterns of the precursor material as it is undergoes the modified CRS procedure; n-BuLi 

conversion followed by water purification (rather than methanol purification).  XRD shows that 

the precursor is a heterogeneous mixture of Co3O4 and ZnO phases with the ZnO diffraction peaks 

still visible beside the larger Co3O4 peaks.  After the precursor is reacted with n-BuLi, all 

pronounced XRD peaks disappear.  Closer inspection of the XRD pattern of the converted 

precursor (Figure 4.4B) shows that the pattern is dominated by very broad peaks that correspond 

to Li2O and Co metal phases.  Such broad XRD peaks are commonly found in XRD studies of 

nanoporous metals prepared with CRS and indicate that the phases are nanocrystalline.13  After 

the Li2O is removed with water, the Co and ZnO phases are left behind and their diffraction peaks 

once again become apparent in Figure 4.4A.  According to the Scherrer Formula,14 the peak 

broadening of these phases indicates that ZnO and Co have an average crystal within the NZCO 

size of 35 nm and 15 nm, respectively.  XRD studies confirm that the Co3O4 was selectively 

reduced by the n-BuLi and that the resulting Li2O phase was successfully and non-destructively 

removed with water resulting in a pure Co-ZnO nanocomposite material. 
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Figure 4.4 – (A) XRD patterns of the coprecipitated Co3O4-ZnO precursor and the resulting phases 
after the precursor has been reacted with n-butyllithium and purified with water; (B) Standalone 
XRD pattern of the Co-ZnO-Li2O nanocomposite clearly showing the presence of broad Li2O and 
Co diffraction peaks. 

 

 

 

Figure 4.5 – SEM images of (A) Co3O4-ZnO precursor; (B) Co-ZnO-Li2O nanocomposite; (C)  
nanoporous Co-ZnO.  All images have identical 200 nm scalebars. 

 

 

Figure 4.5 shows SEM images of all three products that result from CRS of the Co3O4-ZnO 

precursor.  The precursor is composed of particles that are aligned to form a wood grain-like 

structure that gives the larger micron-scale particles a columnar anisotropy.  The Co-ZnO-Li2O 

nanocomposite in Figure 4.5B retains the general anisotropic structure of the precursor.  The 

major difference is that because of the added lithium from the n-BuLi reaction, the particles have 
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expanded in size and filled in any free space between the particles to give the material a much 

denser appearance.  Figure 4.5C shows that despite the removal of the Li2O phase with water, 

which is a relatively violent reaction, the overall anisotropic structure is maintained for the final 

Co-ZnO product.  Energy-dispersive x-ray spectroscopy (EDX) studies in Figure 4.6 show that Co 

and Zn signatures are well-mixed below the length scale of the observed particles that make up 

the precursor structure.  Therefore, each particle in Figure 4.5C is a mixture of Co and ZnO phases 

rather than a distinct crystalline domain. Once the Li2O phase is removed, the spaces in-between 

the particles open back up and the morphology becomes decidedly porous. BET surface and 

porosity analysis of the Co-ZnO structure in Figure 4.7 confirm that it is nanoporous with a 

specific surface area of 29.5 m2/g and an average pore size of 30 nm.  SEM and BET results verify 

that CRS of the Co3O4-ZnO precursor results in a Co-ZnO nanocomposite with nanoporous 

morphology.   
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Figure 4.6 – Energy-dispersive x-ray spectroscopy (EDX) studies of NCZO.  (A) Base SEM image 
take at 15 kV acceleration voltage in Zeiss Sigma 500 microscope.  The image resolution is lower 
than the SEM images in Figure 4.5 because EDS higher microscope acceleration voltage, which 
reduces resolution for these samples; (B) Co signatures; (C) Zn signatures; (D) Elemental 
composition of the sample.  The pie chart illustrates the atomic % of each element. 

 

Figure 4.7 – BET surface area and porosity data for nanoporous ZnO/Co.  (A) Nitrogen adsorption-
desorption isotherm; (B) BJH pore size distribution. 
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TEM images in Figure 4.8 reveal more details about the exact nature of the NCZO structure.  The 

particles depicted in Figure 4.5C are 30-40 nm diameter ZnO crystals surrounded by 10-15 nm 

diameter Co nanoparticles.  This supports the crystallite sizes for the Co and ZnO previously 

estimated by the XRD studies and the Scherrer formula.  The TEM observations suggest that ZnO 

forms a stable structural scaffold that is present at all stages of the synthesis and in the final 

NCZO product.  The ZnO does not react with n-BuLi or water, so it maintains its original shape 

even as the neighboring Co3O4 is radically transformed.  Figure 4.9 is an illustration of the 

theoretical formation mechanism of NCZO as the precursor undergoes CRS.  Shown by Rong, et 

al.,6 the co-precipitated Co3O4-ZnO precursor consists of a heterogeneous mixture of 

nanocrystalline ZnO and Co3O4 phases arranged in interconnected columns that form anisotropic 

micron-size particles.  The structure then becomes dominated by Li2O after the reaction with n-

BuLi; the low density and abundance of the Li2O phase on the surface surrounds and obscures 

the underlying ZnO scaffold and fill in the free space in the structure.  Once the Li2O is removed 

with water, the underlying structured is revealed as the observed Co-coated ZnO scaffold.   

 

Figure 4.8 – TEM images of nanoporous ZnO-Co.  (A) Full particle image; (B) Close-up of the 
highlighted area of image (A) along with an inset FFT of the image. 
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Figure 4.9 – Illustration of Conversion Reaction Synthesis NCZO from the co-precipitated  ZnO-
Co3O4 precursor. 

 

Previous studies that prepared NPMs with CRS only produced isotropic structures even when the 

precursor had an anisotropic crystal structure because of how the metal nanoparticles formed 

by the n-BuLi conversion reaction arrange themselves to form a nanoporous network.1 The 

current understanding of the conversion reaction mechanism is that the reaction between the 

precursor compound and the n-BuLi produces the new metal and non-metal phases that rapidly 

separate and coalesce through spinodal decomposition.15-16 As such, the metal atoms that were 

originally evenly dispersed and arranged according to the crystal lattice of the precursor migrate 

and coalesce into the metal ligament network.  The metal atoms migrate randomly until they 

collect in large enough numbers to form ligaments that are large enough to have stable surface 

that minimizes surface energy.  Thus, an isotropic nanoporous metal network forms.   

The key difference for the Co3O4-ZnO precursor is that it is not completely consumed by 

the n-BuLi conversion reaction because the ZnO is not reduced.  This allows the ZnO to guide the 

migration of the Co atoms during the conversion reaction rather than allow them to migrate 

randomly.  When the n-BuLi first reacts with the Co3O4, the first free Co atoms adhere to the 
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nearby ZnO scaffold rather than self-agglomerating into independent ligaments.  Once the first 

collections of Co atoms nucleate onto the ZnO surface, it is easy for additional Co atoms produced 

by the ongoing n-BuLi reaction to migrate to the established nucleation sites and grow into larger 

Co particles until the majority of the ZnO scaffold is covered in Co.  This structure is entirely 

produced during the n-BuLi reaction step of CRS and is uncovered by removing the Li2O phase 

with water.  If excess Co particles formed that were isolated from the Co-ZnO network, they 

would’ve been suspended within the Li2O and would have likely been removed when the Li2O 

was removed.  If that were the case, the Co:Zn ratio within the NCZO would have decreased and 

Figure 4.6D would’ve shown that the final NZCO structure had a larger portion of Co.  The Co:Zn 

ratio of the product is still 1:1 which is equal to the Co:Zn ratio of the as-synthesized precursor. 

The Co-coated ZnO structure makes NCZO more stable at elevated temperatures than 

pure nanoporous Co (Co NPM).  Pure NPMs prepared with CRS are very unstable at high 

temperatures and prolonged exposure causes the metal ligaments to coarsen which gradually 

decreases porosity until the nanostructure is destroyed.  Previous work showed that Co NPM 

begins to coarsen at temperatures as low as 100 oC.13 NCZO samples were annealed for 3 hours 

at temperatures ranging from 400-600 oC to evaluate its heat resistance.  XRD patterns of the 

annealed samples in Figure 4.10 show that NCZO exhibits no significant coarsening of the Co 

phase when exposed to temperatures up to 400 oC.  In XRD studies, coarsening causes the 

crystallites within the nanostructures to grow resulting in sharper phase peaks.14 The XRD pattern 

of the sample annealed at 400 oC is nearly identical to that of the unannealed sample, indicating 

that neither phase experienced crystal growth.  The Co phase begins to coarsen slightly at 500 

oC, which is indicated by the slightly narrower and sharper Co diffraction peaks, and the effect is 
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more pronounced for NCZO annealed at 600 oC.  The ZnO did not exhibit any coarsening in any 

of the annealing samples.  The ZnO diffraction peaks are nearly identical in each of the XRD 

patterns in Figure 4.10, signifying that the underlying ZnO scaffold within the NZCO is highly 

stable at least up to 600 oC. 

 

Figure 4.10 – Comparative XRD patterns of NCZO annealed at different temperatures for 3 hours. 

 

 NCZO’s improved heat tolerance makes it possible to test as a heterogeneous catalyst, 

and the combination of Co and ZnO makes it a compatible catalyst for steam reformation of 

ethanol (SRE).2, 17-19  The purpose of the SRE reaction is to produce hydrogen gas by combining 

water vapor and ethanol as follows:2 

3𝐻2𝑂 + 𝐶2𝐻5𝑂𝐻  
𝐶𝑎𝑡𝑎𝑙𝑦𝑠𝑡 
→      
∆

  5𝐻2 + 2𝐶𝑂2          ∆H298 = +178 
𝑘𝐽

𝑚𝑜𝑙
 (Eq. 3) 
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The reaction’s operating temperature is between 200-800 oC depending on the catalyst, and 

previous studies with ZnO-supported Co catalysts conducted the reaction between 400-500 oC.  

Figure 4.10 proved that NCZO is stable at 400 oC, so the NCZO catalyst experiment was conducted 

at 400 oC.   

 

Figure 4.11 – Composition of product gasses when nanoporous ZnO/Co is used as a 
heterogeneous catalyst for the steam reformation of ethanol.  The inert carrier gas is argon.  

 

Figure 4.11 shows the distribution of the gaseous products from the ESR reaction on the 

NCZO catalyst as a function of time.  The NCZO catalyst achieves 100% ethanol conversion in less 

than 1 hour with hydrogen yield rising rapidly until it reaches a plateau near 70%.  The reaction 

also produced CO2, CH4, and CO, with production stabilizing at approximately 20%, 8%, and 2% 

respectively after 2 hours.  Side reactions are common with SRE and generally results in the 

ethanol transforming into undesirable hydrocarbons, such as ethylene or acetaldehyde.18-19 The 
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NCZO catalyst produces relatively low concentrations of CH4 and CO side products, suggesting 

that the only side reaction is ethanol decomposition to methane (𝐶2𝐻5𝑂𝐻 →  𝐶𝑂 + 𝐶𝐻4 + 𝐻2).  

Hydrogen production with the NCZO catalyst matches previously reported results for ZnO-

supported Co catalysts with high selectivity for hydrogen and very stable production over the 

course of the 6-hour experiment, as we see no decrease in the hydrogen yield over time.2, 5, 18-19 

These experiments prove that CRS is able to produce hybrid nanoporous structures 

between metals and non-metals by using it on custom nanocomposite precursors with 

components that can be selectively reacted with strong reducing agents such as n-BuLi.  CRS can 

synthesize nanoporous Cobalt-ZnO (NCZO) composite structures from a co-precipitated Co3O4-

ZnO nanocomposite precursor.   The NCZO structure was an underlying ZnO scaffold coated in Co 

nanocrystals which form during the n-BuLi reaction when Co atoms from the reduced Co3O4 

phase nucleate onto the stable ZnO phase, which is inert to the n-BuLi.  Because the ZnO is 

unaffected by both the conversion and purification steps of CRS, the anisotropic structure of the 

precursor is maintained and the final NCZO structure is anisotropic as well as nanoporous.   

Combining Co and ZnO in a nanoporous material offers increased temperature stability, with 

NCZO able to withstand extended exposure to temperatures up to 400 oC with no Co crystallite 

coarsening.  Lastly, NCZO proved to be an effective catalyst for the steam reformation of ethanol 

at 400 oC.   
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4.3 Conclusion 

 CRS is able to produce unique nanoporous morphologies from a variety of mixed 

precursors.  MNPMs were synthesized from co-precipitated metal chloride precursors while 

NCZO was synthesized from a co-precipitated Co3O4-ZnO precursor.  Each case caused slight 

alterations the previously observed CRS formation mechanism that resulted in enhanced 

properties for the resulting NPM.  In MNPMs, the conversion reaction produced two types of 

nanoparticles from two co-precipitated precursors simultaneously.  These nanoparticles 

mutually stabilized on another with smaller average crystallite sizes, often resulting in finer 

nanostructures with greater specific surface area than the pure NPMs of the constituent metals.  

CRS can also selectively react with one component of the precursor rather than both 

components, resulting in a hybrid NPM with both metal and nonmetal phases.  In NCZO, the 

nanoporous structure consisted of a ZnO scaffold coated in Co nanoparticles.  The ZnO increased 

the heat resistance of the Co phase, making it stable enough to act as an ESR catalyst without 

sintering and losing porosity.   
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4.4. Experimental Methods 

4.4.1 Preparation of MNPMs with CRS of co-precipitated metal chloride precursors 

 All synthesis procedures were conducted in an argon glovebox (<5 ppm O2; <1 ppm H2O) 

because many of the chemicals used in this study are air and moisture sensitive.  Anhydrous 

CuCl2, CoCl2, AuCl3, and FeCl2 (all ≥99.9% trace metals basis, Sigma-Aldrich) are used as base 

materials to produce MNPMs.  MNPM precursors are co-precipitated from a methanol solution 

to produce metal chloride nanocomposites which are then used in a typical CRS procedure.  In a 

typical preparation of the precursor, 1.0 g of each constituent metal chloride is fully dissolved 

into 20 mL of anhydrous methanol, forming a homogeneous solution. The solution is then rapidly 

evaporated under vacuum at 150 °C so the precursors mutually co-precipitate.  The mixed 

precursors are kept under vacuum and at 150 °C for at least 4 h after all the solvent has 

evaporated to ensure they are completely dry and no residual solvents remain.  Once dry, the 

mixed precursors ground into a consistent powder, and dispersed into 10 mL of hexane per gram 

of mixed precursor.  Then, 1.6M n-BuLi solution in hexane is added at 1.25x stochiometric ratio 

to guarantee a complete reaction that minimizes the effects of the decreasing n-BuLi 

concentration on the reaction rate.  The solution is allowed to react undisturbed for at least 24 

hours before the solids are isolated via filtration and rinsed with large amounts of fresh hexane 

to remove any lingering n-BuLi.  The resulting nanocomposite powder is then purified with 

methanol and dried to form a MNPM. 
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4.4.2 Preparation of nanoporous Co-ZnO (NCZO) with CRS of co-precipitated Co3O4 and ZnO  

Co(OAc)2‧4H2O and Zn(OAc)2‧2H2O were dissolved in deionized water at an equimolar 

ratio and then a sodium oxalate solution was added dropwise to the acetate solution while 

stirring.  One mole of sodium oxalate was used per mole of Cobalt Acetate and Zinc Acetate 

combined.  Once all of the sodium oxalate was added, the entire solution was reflux for 24 hours.  

The solution was then poured through a fritted filter funnel to isolate the pink precipitate, which 

is then washed with an excess of deionized water and then dried.  Lastly, the dried precipitate is 

calcined in air at 420 oC for 4 hours to yield the Co3O4-ZnO nanocomposite precursor.  This 

method was adopted from a work by Rong et al.6 

In an argon glovebox, the Co3O4-ZnO nanocomposite precursor was dispersed in hexane 

that was dried with size 3A molecular sieves at 10 mL of hexane per gram of precursor.  1.6M n-

BuLi solution in hexane was then slowly added to the precursor dispersion at 1.25 times the 

minimum stoichiometric amount needed to complete the reaction.  The reaction was allowed to 

run for 24 hours at room temperature without stirring before the mixture is passed through a 

fritted filter funnel to collect the resulting Co-ZnO-Li2O nanocomposite powder.  In the filter 

funnel, the nanocomposite was rinsed with hexane before drying.  The nanocomposite was then 

dropped into 300 mL of argon-sparged deionized water and stirred for 60 seconds to remove the 

Li2O.  The leftover powder was then filtered, rinsed with excess air-free water and dried to yield 

nanoporous Co-ZnO (NCZO).   
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4.4.3 Materials Characterization 

X-ray diffraction (XRD) patterns of all samples were collected using a Bruker D2 Phaser 

powder diffractometer using Cu Kα radiation (λ = 1.5418 Ȧ, 40 kV, 40 mA) in a 2θ range from 10-

80o with a scan rate of 0.01o/sec. In an argon glovebox, powder samples were loaded into circular 

sample holders and sealed with Kapton tape to prevent air contamination.  SEM images were 

acquired with a Zeiss Sigma 500 scanning electron microscope and TEM images were obtained at 

200 keV acceleration voltage on an FEI Tecnai-Sphera system.  BET analysis was conducted with 

N2 adsorption-desorption isotherms measured with a Quantachrome Nova 4200e surface area 

and porosity analyzer. Each sample was loaded into a measurement cell in a glovebox and then 

closed with Parafilm to protect it from oxygen as it is transferred to the analyzer. Once inserted 

into the analyzer, each sample was degassed under vacuum at 60 °C for 12 h. N2 

adsorption−desorption isotherms were collected at 78 K (liquid nitrogen temperature). The 

isotherm was then analyzed with the native Nova Gas Sorption Analyzer software to calculate 

the specific surface area and cumulative pore volume of each sample. 

 

4.4.4 Heterogeneous catalyst testing of NCZO 

 Catalytic testing on the NCZO was conducted with an apparatus containing a flow 

controller system, reactant syringe pump system, vaporizer, and reactor unit.  The flow system 

consisted of two Dwyer Instruments VFA-series flow controllers to accurately control gas flow 

into the system (Ar, N2, H2, etc.).  The pump system consisted of a DUAL-NE-1000X continuous 

infusion syringe pump fitted with a 50 mL syringe filled with a water/ethanol solution to provide 
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a constant and precise flow of the reactant mixture into the vaporizer.  The NCZO catalyst was 

arranged in a fixed-bed system by combining 100 mg of powder with quartz wool and packing it 

into a 3mm ID quartz tube which was then placed inside of a tube furnace which controlled the 

operating temperature.  Prior to the experiments, the system was purged with argon gas for 1 

hour, then the catalyst was activated by in situ reduction in flowing 5% H2-Ar gas (50 cm3/min) at 

400 oC for 1 hour.  Afterwards, the system was purged with Ar gas again for 1 hour (50 cm3/min).  

Then, the reactant pump was activated and 3:1 molar ratio of H2O to ethanol was pumped into 

the vaporizer at 1 cm3/hr to be heated to 130 oC and fed into the reactor by the Ar gas flow. 

 Gas chromatography (GC, SRI 8610C, SRI) with a molecular sief 5A and a haysep D column 

using Ar as the carrier gas was used to quantify the gaseous products of the SRE catalyst test.  All 

gas products were sampled from the reactor manually by diverting the flow of the exhaust gasses 

into an air-tight syringe and injected into the GC.  20 mL of gas was sampled at a time every hour 

for 6 hours.  After injection, the gasses are transferred to the GC columns and quantified with a 

thermal conductivity detector (TCD) for H2 detection and a flame ionization detector (FID) for Co, 

CO2 and C1-C6 hydrocarbon detection.  The GC is calibrated with calibration gas mixtures 

(Precision Calibration Mixtures, Praxair) and the set of representative chromatograms are shown 

in Appendix D.  The standards consist of 100 ppm CO, methan, ethylene, ethane and H2, with 405 

ppm CO2, 2500 O2 and 17000 ppm N2. 
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Chapter 5 – Conclusions and Future Work  

 Conversion reaction synthesis (CRS) has proven to be a versatile method that can produce 

scalable quantities of nanoporous metals.  This simple batch reaction can produce nanoporous 

structures from many metals across the periodic table from metal halide precursors alone.  The 

current catalog of CRS nanoporous metals is relatively small, but any ionic precursor that can be 

reduced by an organolithium reducing agent to produce the characteristic nanocomposite phase 

is a new potential nanoporous morphology.  Because of this, the design space for CRS is at least 

as extensive as that for nanoporous metals prepared with the dealloying method.  The research 

in this thesis has produced several conclusions that will inform the future design and application 

of nanoporous metals prepared with conversion reaction synthesis.  

 Any ionic precursor that is reduced by n-BuLi to form the nanocomposite phase (Figure 

2.1) is theoretically compatible with CRS.  The conversion reaction is the most important step in 

the synthesis because it is the mechanism that produces the nanoporous structure.  It forms 

within the nanocomposite as the metal and ionic lithium (Li halide/oxide/ect.) phases separate, 

with the metal atoms being thermodynamically driven together into a network of fine filaments 

surrounded by the conjugate lithium compound.  The dimensions of the metal network are 

characteristic of the target metal atoms’ mobility, as high mobility metals can diffuse and 

agglomerate over longer distances, producing denser and lower porosity networks than low 

mobility metals.  The ionic lithium phase mediates this diffusion process and acts as a kinetic 

barrier to excess metal atom agglomeration as precursors that produce more ionic lithium exhibit 

finer nanostructure.  The formation mechanism is therefore controlled by these two parameters: 

the mobility of the target metal and the production of the ionic lithium phase. 
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 The nanoporous morphology is fully formed within the nanocomposite and is revealed by 

dissolving the ionic lithium phase.  Therefore, the nanocomposite phase is an opportunity to 

nondestructively influence the structure of the final NPM.  Annealing the nanocomposites allows 

for anisotropic growth of the metal nanoparticles that make up the nanoparticle network, 

providing a mechanism for controlled coarsening of the structure.  In some cases, this reinforces 

the NPM structure, resulting in an overall increase in porosity.  This capability increases the 

number of accessible morphologies for NPMs produced by conversion reaction synthesis, 

facilitates the tuning and optimization of the structure, and increases the potential applicability 

of this emerging class for nanoporous materials for catalytic and electrochemical applications. 

 Lastly, precursors can be engineered such that they produce hybrid nanoporous 

structures when used in conjunction with CRS.  Mixed nanoporous metals and metal-nonmetal 

hybrid structures can be synthesized from co-precipitated precursors.  The conversion reaction 

can either consume the entire precursor or selectively convert one component.  Either way, the 

result is a multi-phase nanoporous structure comprised of distinct nanocrystalline domains of 

two separate materials rather than a new homogeneous phase, like an alloy or a ternary 

compound.  The presence of two separate phases changes the NPM formation mechanism to the 

benefit of the structure.  For mixed nanoporous metals, it can result in more stable metal 

nanoparticle phases, resulting in smaller nanocrystal size and higher specific surface area.  

Heterogeneous, multi-phase structures such as those studied in this work are rare in the NPM 

field and the ability to readily prepare them from simple precursors is advantageous and further 

expands the catalog of accessible nanostructures and material formulations, cementing CRS as a 

powerful tool for the future application and engineering of nanoporous metal structures.  
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Appendix A – Supplemental X-Ray Diffraction Data 

 This section contains additional XRD data for NPMs prepared with CRS.  Below are X-Ray 

Diffraction (XRD) patterns of metal/lithium halide nanocomposites after reaction with n-BuLi and 

their corresponding nanoporous metals after methanol purification.  Also included are standard 

diffraction patterns for each metal from the Inorganic Crystal Structure Database (ICSD). Peaks 

assigned to the lithium halide phase in each nanocomposite are denoted. a) nanoporous Co from 

CoCl¬¬2; b) nanoporous Fe from FeCl3; c) nanoporous Fe from FeCl2; d) nanoporous Cu from 

CuCl2; e) nanoporous Cu from CuBr; f) nanoporous Cu from CuBr2; g) nanoporous Au from AuCl3; 

h) nanoporus Ni from NiCl2; i) nanoporous Ag from AgCl. 

 a) CoCl2      b) FeCl3 

 

c) FeCl2      d) CuCl2 
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e) CuBr      f) CuBr2 

 

g) AuCl3  h) NiCl2   

             

 

i) AgCl 
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Appendix B – Supplemental BET Surface Area and Porosity Data 

 This section contains additional BET data for NPMs, MNPMs and annealed NPMs 

prepared with CRS.   

Below are BET N2 adsorption-desorption isotherms and pore size distributions for all NPM 

and MNPM systems synthesized from conversion reaction synthesis.  The datasets are organized 

by sample with the N2 isotherms on the left and the corresponding pore size distributions on the 

right, as denoted.  a) Nanoporous Co via CoCl2; b) Cu via CuCl2; c) Fe via FeCl2; d) Fe via FeCl3; e) 

Au-Cu via AuCl3 and CuCl2, 3(Au):2(Cu) metal weight ratio; f) Au-Cu via AuCl3 and CuCl2, 1:1 metal 

weight ratio; g) Cu-Co via CuCl2 and CoCl2, 1:1 metal weight ratio; h) Fe-Co via FeCl2 and CoCl2, 

1:1 metal weight ratio. 

 

a) Co NPM via CoCl2 

b) Cu NPM via CuCl2 

 

 

N2 Isotherm Pore Size Distribution 

N2 Isotherm Pore Size Distribution 
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c) Fe NPM via FeCl2 

 

 

d) Fe NPM via FeCl3 

   
e) Au-Cu MNPM via AuCl3 and CuCl2, 3(Au):2(Cu) metal weight ratio  

 

N2 Isotherm 

N2 Isotherm 

N2 Isotherm 

Pore Size Distribution 

Pore Size Distribution 

Pore Size Distribution 
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f) Au-Cu MNPM via AuCl3 and CuCl2, 1:1 metal weight ratio 

 

g) Cu-Co MNPM via CuCl2 and CoCl2, 1:1 metal weight ratio 

 

h) Fe-Co MNPM via FeCl2 and CoCl2, 1:1 metal weight ratio 

 

N2 Isotherm 

N2 Isotherm 

N2 Isotherm 

Pore Size Distribution 

Pore Size Distribution 

Pore Size Distribution 
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Below are additional BET adsorption-desorption isotherms for NPM Cu, Co and Fe samples from 

purified annealed nanocomposites.  The annealing temperature is indicated on each individual 

isotherm. 

Nanoporous Cu samples: 

 

 

Nanoporous Co samples: 
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Nanoporous Fe samples: 
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Appendix C – Rietveld refinement methods, results and discussion 

X-ray diffraction patterns in Figure 2.4, Figure 2.5, and Figure 3.2 were modeled through Rietveld 

refinements in TOPAS v6. In general, the experimental patterns had a very limited number of peaks from 

metal phases, typically only 2 or 3. In the Double-Voigt approach used in TOPAS, Gaussian and Lorentzian 

functions are used to account for peak broadening from crystallite size and strain.  Normally the 

differential 2  variation of these two contributions [vary as a function of 1/cos( ) and tan( ), respectively]1 

is used to distinguish between two effect, but the small number of peaks makes this impossible. Thus a 

choice was made to model peaks using only the dominant broadening term.  In the case of the metal 

phases for patterns from Figure 3.2, only a Lorentzian size broadening term was used to account for 

microstructural peak broadening, while for LiCl phases in the nanocomposites, only a Gaussian strain 

broadening term was utilized.  As such, the reported metal sizes represent a lower bound of the real size 

while the reported salt strains represent a lower bound of the real size.   

Additional details of the refinements are as follows: An Al2O3 standard was fit to confirm that the 

instrumental profile was well modeled using the fundamental parameters approach. Lattice parameters 

were refined, though they were typically constrained to not vary from accepted literature values by more 

than ± 0.05 Å. Sample displacements were refined to account for the systematic 2  offsets that they cause. 

Atomic displacement parameters were refined isotropically as Beq values and were constrained to have 

values between 0.1 and 4.  When peak intensities for phases could not be reasonably reproduced through 

Rietveld refinement, Pawley fits were used (typically for minor phases). However, Pawley fits were also 

used for modeling the patterns of the Co phase because of the substantial overlap of peaks from face-

centered cubic (fcc, space group 225) and hexagonal close packed (hcp, space group 194) polymorphs and 

because the co-existence of these phases likely indicates the presence of abundant coherent stacking 

faults between hcp and ccp domains that will substantially modulate peak intensities. The fcc was the 

phase that was dominant in abundance (typically 60 – 100% of the total Co fraction), so the crystallite size 

data reported for Co was taken solely from this phase.  

 

 

(1)  Balzar, D. Voight Function Model in Diffraction-Line Broadening Analysis. Defect Microstruct. Anal. 
by Diffr. 1999, Chap. 7. 
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Overlay of experimental diffraction patterns (colors indicated in legends) and simulated patterns from 

optimized Rietveld refinements (red lines) plotted on a logarithmic y-axis scale to allow the very different 

peak shapes to be simultaneously visualized. In addition to peaks from Cu (space group 225) and LiCl 

(space group 225), some Cu/LiCl nanocomposites contain peaks from a secondary phase, CuCl (space 

group 216). 
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Rietveld refinement results for annealed nanocomposite samples 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Sample
Annealing 

temperature (°C)
Phases confirmed

Metal size 

(Lvol-IB) (nm)

Metal size 

error (+/-)

Fe NPM N/A Fe (229) 1.1 0.1

Fe NPM 200 Fe (229) 2.2 0.1

Fe NPM 300 Fe (229) 5.5 0.2

Fe NPM 400 Fe (229) 5.2 0.1

Fe NPM 500 Fe (229) 94.2 0.9

Co NPM N/A Co (225) Co (225) - 1.5 Co (225) - 0.2

Co NPM 100 Co (225) Co (225) - 1.0 Co (225) - 0.1

Co NPM 150C Co (225), Co (194)
Co (225) - 2.9      

Co (194) - 4.4

Co (225) - 0.5 

Co (194) - 0.7

Co NPM 200 Co (225), Co (194)
Co (225) - 4.3      

Co (194) - 4.1

Co (225) - 0.5 

Co (194) - 0.6

Co NPM 300 Co (225), Co (194)
Co (225) - 8.8      

Co (194) - 1.2

Co (225) - 0.7 

Co (194) - 0.2

Co NPM 400 Co (225), Co (194)
Co (225) - 34.8 

Co (194) - 2.6

Co (225) - 0.8 

Co (194) - 0.4

Cu NPM N/A Cu (225) 13.7 0.1

Cu NPM 80 Cu (225) 14.4 0.1

Cu NPM 150 Cu (225) 20.9 0.1

Cu NPM 200 Cu (225) 18.2 0.1

Cu NPM 250 Cu (225) 20.2 0.1

Cu NPM 300 Cu (225), CuCl (216) 31.6 0.2
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Rietveld refinement results for nanoporous metals obtained by purification (washing) of annealed 

nanocomposite samples in previous table: 

 

 

  

Sample
Annealing 

temperature (°C)
Phases confirmed

Metal size 

(Lvol-IB) (nm)

Metal size 

error (+/-)

LiCl 

strain

LiCl strain 

error (+/-)

Fe/LiCl NC N/A Fe (229), LiCl (225) 0.7 0.0 0.0045 0.0001

Fe/LiCl NC 200 Fe (229), LiCl (225) 2.5 0.1 0.0031 0.0001

Fe/LiCl NC 300 Fe (229), LiCl (225) 3.5 0.1 0.0031 0.0001

Fe/LiCl NC 400 Fe (229), LiCl (225) 4.3 0.1 0.0023 0.0001

Fe/LiCl NC 500 Fe (229), LiCl (225) 38.9 0.5 0.0011 0.0000

Co/LiCl NC N/A Co (225), Co (194)
Co (225) - 1.9          

Co (194) - 1.3

Co (225) - 0.3      

Co (194) - 0.1
0.0046 0.0001

Co/LiCl NC 100 Co (225), Co (194), LiCl (225)
Co (225) - 2.2          

Co (194) - 1.3

Co (225) - 0.5      

Co (194) - 0.2
0.0049 0.0001

Co/LiCl NC 150 Co (225), Co (194), LiCl (225)
Co (225) - 3.4          

Co (194) - 1.0

Co (225) - 1.0      

Co (194) - 0.1
0.0043 0.0001

Co/LiCl NC 200 Co (225), Co (194), LiCl (225)
Co (225) - 3.9           

Co (194) - 1.0

Co (225) - 0.6      

Co (194) - 0.3
0.0029 0.0001

Co/LiCl NC 300 Co (225), Co (194), LiCl (225)
Co (225) - 5.7           

Co (194) - 0.8

Co (225) - 0.5      

Co (194) - 0.1
0.0019 0.0000

Co/LiCl NC 400 Co (225), LiCl (225) Co (225) - 27.6 Co (225) 0.8 0.0008 0.0000

Cu/LiCl NC N/A Cu (225), LiCl (225) 10.8 0.1 0.0016 0.0000

Cu/LiCl NC 80 Cu (225), LiCl (225), LiCl H2O (63) 15.4 0.1 0.0012 0.0000

Cu/LiCl NC 150 Cu (225), LiCl (225), LiCl H2O (63) 16.0 0.1 0.0013 0.0000

Cu/LiCl NC 200 Cu (225), LiCl (225), LiCl H2O (63) 18.3 0.1 0.0013 0.0000

Cu/LiCl NC 250 Cu (225), LiCl (225) 25.6 0.2 0.0010 0.0000

Cu/LiCl NC 300
Cu (225), CuCl (216), LiCl (225), 

LiCl H2O (63)
47.4 0.4 0.0007 0.0000
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Appendix D – Macro-porosity calculations from SEM images of NPMs from annealed 

nanocomposite samples 

Using ImageJ software, greyscale SEM images of nanoporous metals were converted into pixel map 

images with black representing void in the pores and white representing solid metal ligaments.  Macro-

porosity is then calculated with the ratio between the black and white images and expressed as a 

percentage.  The ‘Analyze Particles’ function within the ImageJ software was used to tabulate the black 

area of each image.  The general procedure for this calculation is illustrated as follows: 

 

 

This method is useful because it allows us to measure the relative macro-porosity of the nanoporous 

metals in this study.  However, this method has several limitations that introduce error into the 

measurement, and they are as follows: 

1. The porosity measurement is from a two-dimensional image, which is not necessarily a perfect 

representation of the three-dimensional material 

2. The analysis is dependent on the contrast of the SEM images, and because not all of the SEM 

images were taken at the same time, differences in overall image contrast settings may introduce 

error in the porosity analysis 

3. In each greyscale SEM image, the ligaments are brighter than the pores.  To separate the 

ligaments and pores, all pixels below a certain brightness threshold are designated as pore spaces 

and are turned black while all pixels above that brightness threshold are designated as ligaments 
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and turned white.  The brightness threshold is determined by hand, which introduces error into 

the porosity estimation. 

The macro-porosity calculations and trends shown here and in Figure 3.10 are supported by observing 

the relative tapping density of the unannealed NPMs and the NPMs from annealed nanocomposites.  Cu 

NPM and Co NPM get visibly denser when their respective nanocomposites are annealed while Fe NP gets 

visibly less dense. 
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The SEM images and respective pixel maps used in the macro-porosity calculations for each sample are 

listed below.  Some images had to be cropped to ensure that the sample window showed consistent 

morphology. 

 

Cu NPM – No Annealing 

Greyscale SEM      Pixel Map 

   

Macro-porosity = 38.4 % 

 

Cu NPM – 80 oC Nanocomposite Annealing 

Greyscale SEM      Pixel Map 

   

Macro-porosity = 37.3 % 
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Cu NPM – 150 oC Nanocomposite Annealing 

Greyscale SEM      Pixel Map 

   

Macro-porosity = 34.4 % 

Cu NPM – 200 oC Nanocomposite Annealing 

Greyscale SEM      Pixel Map 

   

Macro-porosity = 30.2 % 
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Cu NPM – 250 oC Nanocomposite Annealing 

Greyscale SEM      Pixel Map 

   

Macro-porosity = 20.0 % 

Cu NPM – 300 oC Nanocomposite Annealing 

Greyscale SEM      Pixel Map 

   

Macro-porosity = 15.0 % 
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Co NPM – No Annealing 

Greyscale SEM      Pixel Map 

   

Macro-porosity = 39.9 % 

Co NPM – 100 oC Nanocomposite Annealing 

Greyscale SEM      Pixel Map 

   

Macro-porosity = 34.5 % 
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Co NPM – 150 oC Nanocomposite Annealing 

Greyscale SEM      Pixel Map 

   

Macro-porosity = 33.3 % 

Co NPM – 200 oC Nanocomposite Annealing 

Greyscale SEM      Pixel Map 

   

Macro-porosity = 31.8 % 
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Co NPM – 300 oC Nanocomposite Annealing 

Greyscale SEM      Pixel Map 

    

Macro-porosity = 31.9 % 

Co NPM – 400 oC Nanocomposite Annealing 

Greyscale SEM      Pixel Map 

    

Macro-porosity = 27.8 % 
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Fe NPM – No Annealing 

Greyscale SEM      Pixel Map 

    

Macro-porosity = 20.3 %    

Fe NPM – 200 oC Nanocomposite Annealing 

Greyscale SEM      Pixel Map 

    

Macro-porosity = 19.6 % 
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Fe NPM – 300 oC Nanocomposite Annealing 

Greyscale SEM      Pixel Map 

     

Macro-porosity = 20.6 % 

Fe NPM – 400 oC Nanocomposite Annealing 

Greyscale SEM      Pixel Map 

     

Macro-porosity = 37.3 % 
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Appendix E – Gas Quantification Methods for Heterogeneous Catalysis Experiments 

 

Products quantification is carried out by gas chromatography (GC, SRI 8610C, SRI) with a 

molecular sieve 5A and a haysep D column using Ar as a carrier gas. All gas products are manually taken 

from the reactor outlet at one hour intervals over a 6 hour period using a 20 mL of gas-tight syringe. The 

gas products are then injected to the GC. Only 1 mL out of the 20 mL of gas products in the syringe is 

transferred to the columns and quantified with a thermal conductivity detector (TCD) for H2 detection 

and a flame ionization detector (FID) for CO, CO2 and C1-C6 hydrocarbons detection. The GC is calibrated 

by using calibration gas mixtures (Precision calibration mixtures, Praxair) and the set of representative 

chromatograms are shown in Figure S1. The standards consist of 100 ppm of CO, methane, ethylene, 

ethane, and H2, and 405, 2500, and 17000 ppm of CO2, oxygen and nitrogen, respectively.  

 

Molar quantity and ratio of each product is calculated by the following equations. 

For molar quantity of gas products, i : 

Gas product , i (mol) =
𝑝𝑝𝑚𝑖 × 𝑆𝑎𝑚𝑝𝑙𝑒 𝑉𝑜𝑙𝑢𝑚𝑒 (𝑚𝐿) × 𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑠𝑢𝑟𝑒 (𝑎𝑡𝑚)

𝑅 × 𝑇𝑒𝑚𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑢𝑟𝑒 (𝐾)
 

where ppm is the concentration of gas product, i, detected by GC, sample volume is 1 mL and R is the gas 

constant (0.082 atm L mol-1 K -1) 

For product composition: 

Molar ratio (%) =
𝑚𝑜𝑙𝑖
∑ 𝑚𝑜𝑙𝑖
𝑛
1

× 100 

where 𝑚𝑜𝑙𝑖 is molar quantity of product, i. Note that products only detected by GC are considered in the 

calculation. 
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GC spectrums of gas compounds from TCD and FID channels using calibration gas 

 

 

 

GC spectrums of gas compounds. (a) H2 from TCD channels. (b) CO, CH4 and CO2 from FID 

channels over 6 hr period 

 




